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Tässä työssä esitellään Aalto-1 satelliitin S-kaistan lähettävän radion suunittelu.
Aalto-1 on CubeSat-standardiin perustuva kaukokartoitussatelliitti, jossa on hyö-
tykuormina kolme tieteellistä instrumenttia: korkearesoluutioinen AaSI sepktri-
kamera, säteilymittari ja plasmajarru. Spektrikamera tuottaa informaatiota jopa
useita kymmeniä megatavuja yhden kuvauksen aikana, joten lähettimeltä vaa-
ditaan suurta tiedonsiirtonopeutta. Työssä määritellään vaatimukset, jotka pe-
rustuvat CubeSat-satelliittien tehorajoituksiin, avaruusolosuhteiden haasteisiin se-
kä linkkibudjettisimulaatioihin. Lähetin rakennetaan kaupallisista komponteista,
jotka on valittu edellä määritettyjen rajoitteiden perusteella. Lähettimen topo-
logia perustuu Texas Instruments:n CC2500 lähetin-vastaanottimeen, RFMD:n
RF5602 tehovahvistimeen ja Texas Instuments:n MSP430 mikro-ohjaimeen. RF-
sovituspiirit suunnitellaan käyttäen RF-piirisimulaattoreita ja toteutetaan mikro-
liuskatekniikalla. Lähettimelle suunniteltiin ensimmäinen prototyyppilevy sekä ke-
hitettiin mikro-ohjaimen ohjelmiston ensimmäinen versio. Prototyypin ensimmäi-
set funktionaaliset testit osoittavat, että suunniteltu lähettimen rakenne pystyy
täyttämään sille asetetut vaatimukset. RF-sovituspiirien testit osoittavat, että so-
vituspiirien suunnitelmat vaativat jatkokehitystä, jotta lähetin pystyy tuottamaan
lähetyksessä tarvittavan tehotason.
Avainsanat: CubeSat, impedanssisovitus, lähetin, lähetin-vastaanotin, mikro-
ohjain, RF, S-kaista, tehovahvistin
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Symbols and abbreviations
Symbols
c speed of light in vacuum ≈ 3× 108 [m/s]
λ wave length [m]
k Boltzmann's constant ≈ 1.38× 10−23 [J/K]
f frequency [Hz]
F noise factor
ω angular frequency [rad/s]
r Relative permittivity
Baud symbols per second
N0 noise power spectral density [W/Hz]
C/N0 carrier power to noise power spectral density ratio [1/Hz]
Eb/N0 energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio [J/Ws]
C capacitance [F]
L inductance [H]
R distance [m]
T temperature [K]
Z impedance [Ω]
P power [W]
Lx attenuation
G antenna gain
G/T antenna gain to noise temperature ratio [1/K]
Opetators
d/dΩ Derivative with respect to Ω∫ b
a
Deﬁned integral from a to b∫ ∫
4pi
A(θ,Φ)dφ Integral over space angle dφ
viii
Abbreviations
AaSI spectral imager of Aalto-1
ADCS attitude determination and control system
ADS antenna deployment system
AFSK amplitude frequency shift keying
ASK amplitude shift keying
COM communication system
COTS commercial of the shelf
DQPSK diﬀerential quadrature phase shift keying
EPS electrical power system
FEC forward error correction
FSK frequency shift keying
GDIO general digital input/output
IF intermediate frequency
ISM industrial, scientiﬁc and medical
I2C two wire interface
LV launch vehicle
LEO low Earth orbit
LVDS low voltage diﬀerential signaling
MSK minimum shift keying
OBC on board computer
PA power ampliﬁer
PB plasma brake
PCB printed circuit board
P-POD poly-picosatellite orbital deployer
PSK phase shift keying
QFN quad-ﬂat no-leads
QPSK quadrature phase shift keying
RADMON radiation monitor
RAM random access memory
RF radio frequency
RFIC radio frequency integrated circuit
RISC reduced instruction set computer
SPI serial peripheral interface
SW software
UART universal asynchronous receiver transmitter
UHF ultra high frequencies
VHF very high frequencies
1 Introduction
The ﬁrst artiﬁcial satellite, Sputnik 1, was launched to space by Soviet Union in 1957.
Since then, many satellite missions have been launched to the Earth orbit. Most
of the satellites, used for example by NASA during the past decades, have been
physically large and economically expensive [1]. The Earth observation satellite
Aqua, launched in 2002, had a mass of 2.9 tons [2]. Generally, the players in the
space business have been either governmental institutions or large private companies
specialized to space business. However, when the CubeSat standard was introduced
by California Polytechnic State University and Stanford University's Space Systems
Development Lab in the early 2000 [3], the trend has started to change. Many
universities around the world have been building their own satellites completely
by student forces. At the moment, tens of diﬀerent CubeSat missions have been
launched to space with budgets that are a fraction that of the traditional satellite
missions. The reason for the CubeSat success during the recent years is simple:
the CubeSat standard introduces a complete framework for pico- and nanosatellite
design.
This thesis presents the design of an S-band transmitter for Aalto-1 nanosatellite
[4]. Aalto-1 is a hyper-spectral Earth observation CubeSat mission, designed and
built in Aalto University. The satellite has a novel, miniaturized adjustable spec-
tral imager, developed by VTT Technical Research Center of Finland, as the main
payload. The instrument produces large images of several megabytes. The large
sized images have to be broadcasted to Aalto-1 ground station during the short over
passes with maximum ﬂy-over time of about 15 minutes. Thus, the mission requires
a high data rate transmitter in order to broadcast one image with a reasonable
number of over passes. CubeSat missions make usually heavy use of the low band-
width VHF/UHF amateur radio bands in their communication systems. However,
as known from the basic communication theory, the data rate of a communication
link is a function of the bandwidth. Thus, the VHF/UHF frequency bands are not
suitable for high data rate communication links. A suitable frequency band exists at
S-band frequencies of 2.4 - 2.45 GHz: the frequency band is dedicated for amateur
radio usage and the radio waves do not face too high attenuation.
The goal of this thesis is to design the ﬁrst prototype for the Aalto-1 S-band trans-
mitter that fulﬁlls the requirements set by the mission. The transmitter architecture
is based on a custom design, combining diﬀerent commercial components. Such an
approach provides most beneﬁts on the education aspects, since one is encouraged
to experience the whole design process of a satellite subsystem. The components are
chosen based on the requirements derived from data throughput simulations, Cube-
Sat power constraints and space environment challenges. The impedance matching
between the RF components is designed and implemented with microstrip elements.
First version of the transmitter control software is also developed. The prototype is
characterized experimentally and by simulations.
This thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 introduces the background research
and chapter 3 the implementation of the design. Chapter 4 analyses the results
achieved with the prototype and chapter 5 summarizes the achieved work.
22 Background research
This chapter introduces the CubeSat concept and typical CubeSat communication
systems. Aalto-1 nanosatellite mission is described, including the subsystems of the
satellite. Theory on the satellite transmitters is introduced, including the transmit-
ter structure, radio wave propagation and space environment challenges. Based on
the known theory and Aalto-1 mission constraints, requirements are deﬁned for the
transmitter.
2.1 CubeSat standard and CubeSat Kit
The development of CubeSat standard started in CalPoly and Standford in 1999.
The objective of the initiative was to provide a standard for the design of pico-
and nanosatellites in order to reduce the costs and development time [3]. The stan-
dard became rabidly popular and currently more than 100 educational institutes
and private companies are developing CubeSat standard based satellites as an in-
ternational collaboration. A CubeSat is a 10 cm cube with total mass of no more
than 1.3 kg [5](see Fig. 1). Each CubeSat satellite consists of one or more standard
cubes. The CubeSat standard deﬁnes also the standard launch pod for a CubeSat,
P-POD (Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer)(see Fig. 1). The CubeSat satellite will
be placed inside the launch pod prior to the launch and it serves as the interface
between the CubeSat and the launch vehicle (LV). The P-POD contains a spring, so
after the rockect is in a desired orbit, the spring is released and pushes the CubeSat
out of the P-POD and the rocket. The CubeSat standard deﬁnes also limits for the
materials used and electrical, operational and testing requirements.
Figure 1: CP1, Cal Poly's ﬁrst 1U CubeSat, left. The standard launch pod, P-POD,
on the right [5].
CubeSat Kit was the ﬁrst commercially available satellite building framework
based on CubeSat standard, developed by Pumpkin [6]. The CubeSat Kit electronics
3board is loosely based on widely used PC-104 standard and it has been gaining wide
popularity among CubeSat developers. Nowadays CubeSat Kit PCB board is de
facto industry standard and large variety of CubeSat Kit compatible subsystems
are available from variety of manufacturers (see Fig. 2).
Figure 2: CubeSat Kit systems: a CubeSat communication module on left and a
CubeSat cube with CubeSat Kit boards stacked on each other on right [7].
2.2 CubeSat communication systems
The CubeSat missions have taken heavy use of the amateur VHF/UHF (very high
frequencies / ultra high frequencies) frequency bands due to the fact that design-
ing of radio frequency (RF) systems is easier and the signal attenuation levels are
lower as compared to higher frequencies. Typical data rate on these bands is 9600
bit/s with FSK (frequency shift keying) modulated signal [8]. Also, most of the
CubeSat missions have not required high data throughput. Thus, VHF/UHF fre-
quencies have been suitable for achieving the mission goals. A few CubeSat satellite
communication (COM) systems including the transmitter module, frequencies and
transmitted power levels are shown in Table 1 [9].
GeneSat-1 and Can-X2 missions, shown in Table 1, used the S-band frequencies
for data transmission. The data throughput of Can-X2 was more than 22 CubeSat
missions using UHF frequencies achieved together during 5 years. This highlights the
fact of using higher frequencies when more data throughput is required. Moreover,
since Can-X2 used RF transmit power of 500 mW, the use of S-band communication
systems is feasible within the CubeSat power constraints.
Sometimes ready made integrated systems are used for the COM circuits. For
example, Microhard MHX-2400, shown in Table 1, is a ready transmitter circuit.
Such an approach is fast and most reliable due to the fact that the manufacturer
4Table 1: CubeSat COM systems.
Satellite Transmitter circuit Frequency Power
AAU1 Wood & Douglas SX450 UHF 500 mW
Cute-1 (C0-55)
Manki Denki (Beacon),
Alinco DJ-C4 (Data)
UHF
100 mW (Beacon)
350 mW (Data)
QuakeSat-1 Tekk KS-960 UHF 2 W
UWE-1 PR430 UHF 1 W
GeneSat-1
Atmel ATA8402 (Bea-
con), Microhard MHX-
2400 (Data)
UFH (Beacon), S-
band (Data)
500 mW (Beacon)
1 W (Data)
CP4 TI CC1000 UHF 1 W
CAPE1 TI CC1020 UHF 1 W
CP3 TI CC1000 UHF 1 W
CanX-2 Custom built S-band 500 mW
has tested the transmitter operation. Wood & Douglas SX450, Alinco DJ-C4, Tekk
KS-960 and PR430 (shown in Table 1) are ready transmitter circuits that need an
additional control unit. Some of the missions have taken a custom built approach.
Examples of such are the missions using TI CC1000 and TI CC1020, as shown in
Table 1. These components are ready transceiver circuits but need also an additional
power ampliﬁer due to the low RF power produced by the circuits [10],[11]. Can-X2
mission used also a custom built solution. Such an approach contains more risks
and design eﬀort due to the fact that an integration process is required for the radio
circuit. Anyhow, the approach has also more educational value on the RF circuit
design process.
Beside the S-band transmitter MHX-2400 mentioned in Table 1, there exists also
other commercial transceiver circuits such as STX [12] and HISPICO [13]. Clyde
Space has designed the STX speciﬁcally for CubeSat missions for high data rate
downlinks. STX has programmable data rates up to 2 Mbit/s. HISPICO is provided
by IQ wireless and uses the other part of the S-band frequency band 2.2 - 2.3 GHz.
It provides data rates up to 1 Mbit/s and output power levels up to +27 dBm.
2.3 Aalto-1 nanosatellite
2.3.1 Aalto-1 mission
Aalto-1 student nanosatellite project started in spring 2010 [4]. Aalto-1 is a three-
unit CubeSat satellite, with total size of about 34 x 10 x 10 cm and mass of 4 kg.
5The satellite is aimed to be launched to space in 2014 and to have a mission lifetime
of 2 years. Main mission of the satellite is to demonstrate the operation of three
diﬀerent scientiﬁc payloads: a spectral imager, a radiation monitor and a plasma
brake. Aalto-1 mission has been designed for a sun-synchronous polar orbit with
height of 500 to 900 km from the surface of the Earth. The satellite is designed and
built in Aalto university in a co-operation with VTT Technical Research Center of
Finland, Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI), Universities of Helsinki and Turku,
Berlin Space Technologies (BST), Turku University of Applied Sciences and Clyde
Space. Mission goals of Aalto-1 are the following:
 The spectral imager (AaSI) images Earth's surface. The images are then
transmitted down to ground stations. Based on the images scientists can
make conclusions about vegetation on forests, water quality and glaciers.
 Radiation monitor (RADMON) will measure the radiation environment (elec-
trons and protons) on the orbit and the measured data will be transmitted to
ground stations.
 At the end of the two years mission time, the plasma brake (BP) will be
released. The brake should slow down the satellite speed and bring it down
to a lower orbit so that it burns due to the friction caused by the more dense
atmosphere [4].
2.3.2 Subsystems of Aalto-1 nanosatellite
Aalto-1 nanosatellite has a size of three CubeSat cubes that are stacked on each
other. The electronic system inside the satellite is formed by two stacks of CubeSat
Kit type subsystems, called long stack and short stack. The conﬁguration is shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Aalto-1 satellite consists of several subsystems. On board computer
(OBC) controls all the satellite's subsystems and payloads. Communication sys-
tem (COM) consists of VHF/UHF transceiver providing the command link between
the satellite and ground station. It provides also the radio beacon signal. S-band
transmitter provides the high data throughput link between the satellite and ground
station. Antenna deployment system (ADS) deploys the VHF/UHF antennas when
the satellite is released from the rocket. GPS system is responsible of providing or-
bital coordinates and time for the satellite. Electronic power system (EPS) delivers
the power produced by the solar panels to the satellite bus and charges the batteries
located on the battery board. Attitude determination and control system (ADCS)
controls the satellite's body orientation on the orbit. The payloads of the satellite
form the last group of subsystems.
The long stack includes ADS, satellite's power board and batteries, VHF/UHF
transceiver, S-band transmitter, GPS, OBC, ADCS and spectral imager. Plasma
brake and radiation monitor are located in the short stack. The satellite is covered
on each long side with solar panels which are the energy source for the satellite
together with the batteries. Due to the small size of the satellite (the total area for
solar cells is about 1000 cm2 [14]), the power budget for all the subsystems is limited
6as shown in Table 2 [14]. Therefore, all the subsystems of the satellite have to be
designed as low power and eﬃcient as possible. On the satellite, OBC, VHF/UHF
transceiver, GPS, ADCS and electrical power system are online during the whole
mission life time. Rest of the subsystems are online when initiated by OBC [14].
Table 2: Power budget for Aalto-1 nanosatellite.
System Standby power (W) Peak power (W)
ADS 0 7
VHF/UHF 0.2 1.55
S-band 0 5
GPS 0.045 0.13
OBC 0.1 2
ADCS 0.66 1.8
AaSI 0 4
RADMON 0 1.5
EPB 2.3 3
EPB completely oﬀ 0 0
Figure 3: Aalto-1 nanosatellite frame structure (Copyright Pekka Laurila).
7Figure 4: Aalto-1 nanosatellite inner stucture explosion (Copyright Pekka
Laurila)[15][16].
2.3.3 Aalto-1 communication system
The COM system of Aalto-1 consists of two diﬀerent radio systems that utilize
three diﬀerent frequency bands [14]: VHF, UHF and S-band. All of these frequency
bands are allocated for amateur radio use and the S-band belongs also to the ISM
(industrial, scientiﬁc and medical) band [17]. The VHF/UHF frequencies are 147
MHz and 437 MHz and the S-band is 2.4 - 2.45 GHz. The COM system of Aalto-1,
including the ground segment, is illustrated in Fig. 5.
If the ADCS system fails, the satellite's body orientation cannot be determined.
Therefore, omnidirectional antennas were required to be used with the radio system
providing the command link. Due to the high levels of free-space loss in satellite
communications, the lower VHF/UHF frequencies were chosen for the command link
of Aalto-1. Since the VHF/UHF transceiver does not require high data throughput,
the narrow bandwidth of the VHF/UHF frequency bands is not a problem. The
mission of Aalto-1 requires also a high data throughput downlink. Due to the
bandwidth requirements, higher frequencies had to be used. S-band frequencies at
82.4 -2.45 GHz were chosen, since they are suitable for CubeSat communications and
there exists also good quality and low power ISM band RF electronics designed for
these frequencies.
Figure 5: Aalto-1 communication system.
Every RF transmission is initialized by the ground station. Therefore, the com-
mands will be transmitted via the VHF/UHF uplink. The uplink can also be used
for software updates of the satellite's subsystems. The VHF/UHF downlink will be
used for satellite's telemetry data transmission. The telemetry data includes infor-
mation on the satellite's subsystems status. The VHF/UHF downlink is also used
for the radio beacon. The beacon signal is a simple RF transmission, such as the
Morse coding. The transmission will include identiﬁcation of the satellite so that
the radio amateurs operating around the world can listen and identify the satellite.
Small sized payload data packages will be transmitted with the VHF/UHF down-
link and it is also the backup system for the S-band transmitter. The VHF/UHF
transceiver is controlled by the OBC but it can also be seen as standalone system.
The transceiver is transmitting the beacon signal individually and it is listening
constantly any transmissions by the ground station in order to receive possible com-
mands.
The S-band is responsible for the high data throughput downlink, since the large
sized spectral images will be transmitted by using the S-band. The S-band transmit-
ter is controlled by the OBC and all the transmission are separately commanded by
the ground station. Outside the transmission operation, the S-band transmitter has
to be in power-oﬀ mode. The S-band system of Aalto-1 is illustrated in Fig. 6. The
satellite segment consists of interface towards the OBC, S-band transmitter circuit
and S-band patch antenna. Between the satellite and the ground station is the radio
wave propagation medium that is an important factor in the design of radio links.
The ground segment consists of ground station equipment, such as the receiving
9antenna, the antenna rotating and control system, low noise ampliﬁer located after
the antenna, the receiver and the whole ground station control software.
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Figure 6: Aalto-1 S-band system.
2.4 Transmitters and receivers
In order to transmit information through a wireless channel, the information has
to be transferred onto a carrier wave with modulation. The carrier wave is usually
a high frequency signal due to the fact that the antennas are physically smaller
and the allocation for frequency bands is easier at higher frequencies. In order
to modulate the information onto the carrier wave, the transmitter consists of a
modulator that transfers the data as symbols onto the carrier wave. The signal
on which the symbols are transferred is called baseband. The local oscillator (LO)
provides the higher frequencies with which the baseband symbol signals are mixed
in order to produce the modulated carrier wave. After the baseband signals are
mixed with the carrier wave, the modulated carrier wave has to be ampliﬁed with a
power ampliﬁer (PA). After the signal has been ampliﬁed, it is transferred trough a
RF signal line to the transmitting antenna. In the transmitter, diﬀerent ﬁlters are
typically used to ﬁlter out unwanted frequencies caused by the nonlinearities of the
RF components. Parts of a typical transmitter are shown in Fig. 7.
The information symbols can be expressed as amplitude changes on the carrier
wave, which is called amplitude modulation. They can also be expressed as frequency
changes or phase changes of the carrier wave which means frequency modulation or
phase modulation, respectively. In satellite communications, the following digital
modulation schemes are used: frequency shift keying (FSK), amplitude shift keying
10
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Figure 7: Parts of a typical transmitter.
(ASK) and phase shift keying (PSK) [18]. Since the RF transmissions with a con-
stant envelope curve have less strict linearity requirements compared to non-constant
envelope transmissions, the PSK and FSK modulation schemes are preferred instead
of ASK.
When the transmitted signal arrives to the ground station receiving antenna,
the signal has traveled through the atmosphere that attenuates the signal. The
receiver system at the ground station operates conversely compared to the satellite's
transmitter. A low noise ampliﬁer ampliﬁes the received signal that is on very low
power level. Then, the signal is ﬁltered and down-converted to a lower frequency
and then demodulated in order to retrieve the original information at the baseband
frequency. Such an architecture is called the superheterodyne receiver. There exist
also receiver architectures where the baseband signal is directly de-modulated from
the high frequency carrier wave. Such an architecture is called the zero-IF (zero
intermediate frequency). As the signal has low power level at the ground station
receiver, the information de-modulated by the receiver may contain errors due to
the attenuation phenomena caused by the propagation channel. Therefore, usually
some forward error correction (FEC) is added to the transmitted signal. FEC can
be implemented by adding redundant bits to the data which are then used at the
receiver to detect and correct errors. By using FEC, the quality of the transmission
can be enhanced. Parts of a typical receiver and the principle of FEC are shown in
Fig. 8.
2.5 Radiowave propagation
2.5.1 Attenuation
As the transmitted signal travels through the space and atmosphere, it is attenuated
by diﬀerent phenomena. When the RF signal is transmitted from the antenna, it is
spread over the space depending on the directivity of the antenna. Therefore, not all
transmitted power reaches the receiving antenna. The power density decreases as a
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Figure 8: Typical superheterodyne receiver architecture on top and the principle of
FEC on the bottom.
function of the distance. The received power level at the ground station receiver is:
Pr =
PtGtGr
La
(
λ
4piR
)2, (1)
where Pt is the transmitted power level, Gt is the transmitting antenna gain, Gr
is the receiving antenna gain, La is the attenuation caused by the atmosphere and
de-pointing of antennas, λ is the wavelength and R is the distance between the trans-
mitting and receiving antennas. (4piR
λ
)2 is the attenuation caused by the distance,
known as the free-space loss.
The free space loss increases as the frequency increases. The frequency relates
to the wavelength λ as λ =c/f . Therefore, the free space loss is greater with the
S-band frequencies than with the VHF/UHF frequencies of Aalto-1. The free space
loss as a function of the elevation angle of the ground station receiving antenna
and frequency is shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9, the elevation angle of 90 degrees is
perpendicular to the ground, i.e. the satellite is directly over the ground station.
The height of the orbit is 900 km. As can be seen from Fig. 9, the free-space loss for
the S-band frequencies of Aalto-1 is about 159 - 168 dB, depending on the elevation
angle of the ground station receiving antenna.
When the transmitted signal travels towards the ground station receiver, it goes
through layers causing additional attenuation to the signal. The radio wave interacts
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Figure 9: Free space loss as a function of frequency and elevation angle of the ground
station antenna. The height of the orbit is 900 km.
with plasma in the ionosphere that can cause time delay, scintillation and disturb
the wave polarization. Scintillations are signal amplitude ﬂuctuations causing losses.
As the signal travels through the troposphere, it faces absorption by the atmospheric
gases, rain and clouds. Troposphere causes also scintillation which introduces addi-
tional attenuation. ITU-R P.618-9 recommends that at least the attenuation caused
by atmospheric gases, rain, other precipitation and clouds, scintillation and multi-
path eﬀects and sand and dust storms should be considered [19].
The recommendation states that ionosphere eﬀects should also be considered,
especially at frequencies below 1 GHz. At frequencies above 10 GHz the ionosphere
eﬀects can be neglected. At elevation angels above 10 degrees, only gaseous, rain
and cloud attenuation and also the troposphere and ionosphere scintillation are sig-
niﬁcant compared to the other sources of attenuation. The atmospheric attenuation
sources together with the free space loss are taken into account in the link budget
calculations. The link budget is important for the design process of a transmitter:
it gives the total attenuation of the signal. Based on the attenuation and on the
quality of the ground station equipment one can have estimates on how much power
the satellite's transmitter should be able to produce for the RF signal in order to
have a reliable communication link.
The attenuation caused by the atmospheric gases can usually be neglected at
frequencies below 10 GHz. ITU-R P676 [20] introduces a complex method for cal-
culating the attenuation and SW code for Matlab is also available at the ITU-R
software database [21]. The method gives attenuation levels of about 0.05 - 0.25 dB
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for the ground station antenna elevation angles of 10 - 90 degrees for Aalto-1 S-band
frequencies.
The attenuation caused by clouds and fog can be estimated with the methods
given in ITU-R recommendation ITU-R P840 [22] and by the Matlab code on the
ITU-R software database [23]. The methods give attenuation levels of about 0.006
- 0.035 dB exceeded at 1 % probability for the ground station antenna elevation
angles of 10 - 90 degrees for Aalto-1 S-band frequencies.
The attenuation caused by rain can be estimated with methods presented in
ITU-R recommendation P.838-3 [24]. The recommendation presents a speciﬁc at-
tenuation model for rain that utilizes the rain height model available also on the
software database of ITU-R [25]. The methods give attenuation levels of about 0.007
- 0.035 dB exceeded at 0.01 % probability for the ground station antenna elevation
angles of 10 - 90 degrees for Aalto-1 S-band frequencies.
The attenuation caused by the tropospheric scintillations can be estimated with
method speciﬁed in ITU-R P.618 and by using ready data for 50 % probability
available from ITU-R software database [26]. The method can then be used to
calculate the attenuation for diﬀerent probabilities. The method gives attenuation
levels of about 0.04 - 0.35 dB exceeded at 0.01 % probability with the ground station
antenna elevation angles of 10- 90 degrees for Aalto-1 S-band frequencies.
Total tropospheric attenuation can be estimated as described in ITU-R recom-
mendation P.618:
AT (p) = AG(p) +
√
(AR(p) + AC(p))2 + A2S(p), (2)
where, AR(p) is the attenuation caused by rain, AC(p) by clouds, AG(p) by atmo-
spheric gases and AS(p) by tropospheric scintillations, each at probability level of
p exceeded during time. The probabilities for clouds and fog attenuation should be
set as AC(p) = AC(1%) for p < 1.0% and for gases attenuation AG(p) = AG(1%)
for p < 1.0%. Total attenuation becomes then 0.09 - 0.6 dB exceeded at 0.01 %
probability with the ground station antenna elevation angles of 10 - 90 degrees for
Aalto-1 S-band frequencies. The tropospheric attenuation levels are summarized in
Table 3.
Table 3: Tropospheric attenuation.
Source Level (dB)
Gases 0.05 - 0.25
Clouds and fog 0.006 - 0.035
Rain 0.007 - 0.035
Scintillations 0.04 -0.35
Total 0.09 - 0.6
According to ITU-R recommendation P.531 [27], the scintillation should be taken
into account when ionospheric attenuation is considered at frequencies of 0.1 - 12
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GHz. The scintillation occurrence is the highest at the equatorial and polar regions.
The mid-latitudes, such as the ground station for Aalto-1, do not face scintillation
such frequently. The recommendation gives a rough estimate for the scintillation
fade depth at 1.5 GHz, at solar maximum, at the altitudes of Aalto-1 ground station,
to be about 1 dB. A simple ionospheric eﬀects calculator is available in the IEEA web
page [28] that is based on the GISM software of IEEA. GISM is recommended by the
ITU-R recommendation P531. The calculator gives zero fade due to the ionospheric
scintillations at Aalto-1 ground station latitudes for Aalto-1 S-band frequencies.
In case of a low Earth orbit (LEO) mission requiring one of the satellite's body
axis to be aligned constantly with the tangent of a certain point on the Earth's
surface, a constant attitude control of the satellite's body is needed. Such a case
exists with Earth observation satellite missions which require the side containing for
example the lenses of the imaging instruments to be pointed towards the imaging
area. The antenna has to be pointed towards the ground station antenna in order
to have maximally strong signal. The ground station receiving antenna has to be
steered to point towards the satellite. If the two antennas are not pointed towards
each other, there exists de-pointing losses, deﬁned as [18]:
LT = 12(θT/θ3dB)
2(dB) , LR = 12(θR/θ3dB)
2(dB) , (3)
where, θT and θR are the misalignment angles of the transmitting and receiving
antennas orientation and θ3dB is the 3 dB angular beam width of the antennas.
2.5.2 Noise in the communication link
Noise can cause errors to the RF transmissions if the noise level is high enough
compared to signal level. If the received signal is too weak, it can be overcome
totally by the noise that derives from the receiver and the sky. The noise is modeled
as the noise temperature [29]. The sky noise, seen by the receiving antenna, can be
derived from the diﬀerent attenuation sources with the help of equation presented
in ITU-R P.372 [30]:
tb = te(1− e−d) + 2.7 K, (4)
where tb is the sky noise temperature, te is the eﬀective temperature (275 K), d is the
total attenuation caused by the diﬀerent attenuation sources as dB / 4.343 and 2.7
K is the cosmic background noise temperature. If the total attenuation caused by
the diﬀerent sources (see Table 3) is taken into account, the sky noise temperature
is about 8 - 37 K for the ground station antenna elevation angles of 10 - 90 degrees
for Aalto-1 S-band frequencies.
Another remarkable source of noise is the man made noise. If the antenna's
main beam is directed close to the horizon level or the antenna has high side lobe
levels, it can receive remarkable levels of interference noise from diﬀerent sources.
As the Aalto-1 S-band frequencies belong to the free ISM band, large amount of
noise sources exists on the horizontal level, such as WLAN base stations, Bluetooth
devices and microwave ovens [31]. Therefore, in order not to receive remarkably high
noise levels as compared to the low signal levels, it is important to use high enough
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elevation angles for the receiving ground station antenna and design the antenna so,
that the side lobe levels are remarkably lower than the main lobe level. In the link
budget calculations of Aalto-1 S-band system, the man-made noise was ignored; it
was estimated that the elevation angle is above 10 degrees and the receiving antenna
side lobe levels are low enough.
2.5.3 Eﬀect of noise on digital communications
When the transmitter design process is considered, it is important to know the
noise and signal power levels at the receiver. As stated before, the transmitted
signal power level has to be high enough so that the noise level cannot overcome the
signal level. The noise power spectral density is deﬁned as:
N0 = kTs, (5)
where k is the Boltzmann's constant and Ts is the receiving system noise temper-
ature, consisting of the noise received by the antenna and the noise in the receiver
system itself. In order to determine the relation between the noise and signal levels,
one needs to determine the carrier power to noise power spectral density ratio C/N0,
deﬁned as:
C/N0 =
Ps
N0
, (6)
where Ps is the signal power. In satellite communications, there usually exists a
certain lower limit for C/N0 after which reliable communication link is not achiev-
able. Therefore, it is important to derive the relationship between C/N0 and the
error probability for the transmissions. For digital communication systems utilizing
digital modulation schemes, one of the most important factors is the bit error prob-
ability (BEP). BEP is directly related to the C/N0, the modulation schemes and
data rates used. In order to calculate BEP, one has to know the energy per bit to
noise power spectral density ratio Eb/N0 :
Eb/N0 = (C/Rc)/N0, (7)
where Rc is the bit rate of the transmission. The value of BEP depends on the
modulation scheme used. For coherent PSK modulation schemes the BEP is deﬁned
as:
BEP = (1/2)erfc
√
Eb/N0. (8)
For diﬀerential PSK modulation schemes the BEP is deﬁned as:
BEP = (1/2)e−Eb/N0 . (9)
The erfc function used in (8) and (9) is deﬁned as:
erfc(x) = (
2√
pi
)
∫ ∝
x
e−u
2
du. (10)
A good approximation for erfc
√
Eb/N0 at Eb/N0 levels higher than 6 dB is given
as:
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erfc
√
Eb/N0 ≈ (1/
√
pi)
e−Eb/N0√
Eb/N0
. (11)
The reliability of a satellite link can be enhanced by adding FEC to the trans-
mitted signal. When FEC is added, the data rate of the transmission becomes:
Rb = ρRc, (12)
where ρ is the code rate that is deﬁned as:
ρ = n/(n+ r), (13)
where n is the number of data bits transfered and r is the number of error correction
bits transfered.
In order to calculate the total noise at the receiver, one needs to know the receiver
noise temperature which can be calculated from the receiver noise ﬁgure as:
TR = (10
FR/10 − 1)T0, (14)
where FR is the receiver noise ﬁgure in dB and T0 = 290 K is the reference temper-
ature. The noise factor of the receiver system can be calculated as:
F = Fa(Fc − 1) + Fc(Ft − 1) + LcLt(Fr − 1), (15)
where Fa is the antenna noise factor, Fc is the noise factor associated with antenna
circuit losses, Ft is the noise factor associated with transmission line losses, Fr is the
receiver noise factor, Lc is the antenna circuit losses and Lt is the transmission line
circuit losses. The noise factor associated with antenna circuit losses is deﬁned as:
Fc = 1 + (Lc − 1)Tc
T0
. (16)
The noise factor associated with transmission line losses is deﬁned as:
Ft = 1 + (Lt − 1)Tt
T0
. (17)
The total noise power spectral density at the receiver system is then deﬁned as
in (5). The transmitted signal power level at the receiver can be calculated as in
(1).
For receivers, an important ﬁgure of merit is the relation between the antenna
gain and noise, deﬁned as:
G/T =
Gr
LtotalTtotal
, (18)
where Gr is the receiving antenna gain. Ltotal is the total losses related to receiving
system, including de-pointing loss of the receiving antenna and antenna feeding
network and cable losses. Ttotal is the total noise temperature of the receiving system
including antenna noise and receiver noise.
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2.6 Space environment
The space environment causes its own challenges to the electronic circuit board
design [32]. The solar wind is plasma, consisting mainly of protons and electrons
and traveling at speeds of 200-2000 km/s. At 1 AU distance from Sun, the particle
density is about 6 per cm3. Especially remarkable the solar wind eﬀects are during
the so called coronal mass ejections. Energy of the protons and electrons varies
from 100 MeV to GeVs. The solar wind causes the so called radiation belts inside
the Earth's magnetosphere. The highly energetic particles in these radiation belts
are potential danger for spacecrafts. The highly charged particles are able to ionize
the electronic parts inside the satellite: they can cause electric charging and so
called single event phenomena that degrade the electronic components. The cosmic
background radiation causes gamma and X-rays that can also ionize the electronics.
The degradation caused by the ionization can be divided into three categories. First,
a single event upset can cause a temporal change in logical state (i.e. 1 to 0).
Second, a single event latch-up can cause a static charge in a circuit that can only
be recovered by a reset. Third, a single event burnout can cause a destruction of an
integrated circuit.
Traditionally, the problems related to the ionizing radiation have been mini-
mized by using radiation hardened components in the most sensitive parts of the
space craft electronics, especially by NASA [33]. Radiation hardened electronics
is expensive compared to the COTS (commercial of the shelf) products and there-
fore small satellite projects, such as CubeSat satellites, rarely have funding for such
electronics. For example, the preceding model of RAD750, RAD6000, costs about
200 000 US dollars [34]. The model RAD750 was used in the Mars rover Curiosity
mission [35] and the RAD6000 in Mars rovers Spirit and Opportunity [36].
In order to shield the electronics against radiation, one can also use aluminum
shielding on the satellite, as is done with the Aalto-1 satellite. All the sides of the
satellite are covered with aluminum plates. The thickness of the aluminum shield
aﬀects how much radiation is absorbed by the shield but there exists a certain limit
after which the eﬀect is saturated [37]. The risks can be evaluated also by testing
the sensitive electronics already on Earth for radiation. The risks of the radiation
can also be minimized by using radiation hardened software [38]. The use of error
corrected memory (ECC) will also reduce the risk of corrupted memory blocks.
Another good way of reducing the risks is to choose components that have been used
in space applications before. Thus, it is important to make a survey on CubeSat
missions and see, what components have been used for example in communications
systems.
Vacuum in space can cause outgassing of certain materials. The outgassed ma-
terial is very harmful because it can for example cover the lenses of scientiﬁc in-
struments. Therefore, ESA has lists of materials that they recommend that should
or should not be used in space applications [39]. Also when the soldering of elec-
tronic components is considered, airbubles left inside the solder will be outgassed
and therefore can cause a loss oﬀ electrical connections due to the damaged solder-
ing. Therefore, speciﬁc methods in the soldering of the ﬂight components have to
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be taken into consideration [40].
When the satellite is on the orbit, it faces large temperature changes. They
are caused by the fact that the satellite is facing both the shadow of the Earth
and the sun light. Since the thermal expansion coeﬃcient is not uniform inside the
satellite, large temperature changes introduce stress to the subsystems. Therefore,
when selecting the components and materials for the subsystems, these temperature
changes have to be taken into account.
Meteoroids are formed by collisions between larger asteroids. After a collision
has occurred, some of the parts head towards the Earth with an average speed of 17
km/s. Space debris consists of upper stages of rockets, old satellites and payloads,
parts released during the missions, slag and dust. The sizes of space debris particles
varies from micrometers to several meters. Relative speed of space debris particles
can be as high of 16 km/s. Smaller sized meteoroids and space debris particles can
cause degradation to solar panels and therefore lower the amount of power produced
by the panels. Larger particles can damage the satellite severely due to the very
high speeds of collision.
2.7 Requirements for Aalto-1 S-band transmitter
Before the transmitter design started, there existed also a commercial option for the
Aalto-1 S-band transmitter. HISPICO from IQ wireless had been investigated to
fulﬁll the mission requirements. The speciﬁcations of the radio module are listed
in Table 4. The radio oﬀers D-QPSK (diﬀerential quadrature phase shift keying)
modulated transmissions with +27 dBm output power and 1 Mbit/s data rate. The
power consumption is about 5 W, which is inside the Aalto-1 power budget. Forward
error correction is also supported with TURBO codes, that is FEC with interleaving
[41].
Table 4: HISPICO radio speciﬁcations.
Parameter Value
RF power +27 dBm
RF interface 50 Ω coaxial connector
Current consumption 1.5 A @ +27 dBm output power
Operation voltage 3.3 V
Modulation D-QPSK
Data rate 1.06 Mbit/s
FEC TURBO code, rate 0.489
In order to see, whether a transmitter is suitable for the mission, one has to
determine the data throughput the transmitter oﬀers. The data throughput can be
evaluated with the help of a satellite orbit simulator tool, such as Satellite Toolkit
from Agi. The simulator oﬀers atmospheric attenuation models that take into ac-
count the phenomena described in Chapter 2.5.
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The ground station receiver model requires information on the ﬁgure of merit of
the receiver, G/T , deﬁned in (18). Since there existed no receiving equipment for
Aalto-1 S-band system during the design work introduced in this thesis, the speciﬁ-
cations of the possible ground station equipment were estimated based on receivers
oﬀered by Quasonix [42] combined with a good quality LNA. Such a combination
could be used within the Aalto-1 S-band ground station. The antenna feeding net-
work and cable losses were both estimated to be about 1 dB. The receiving antenna
gain was estimated to be about 30 dBi and elevation angle minimum of 10 degrees.
The de-pointing angle of the receiving antenna was estimated to be about 1 degree.
The receiving antenna was estimated not to receive any interference noise. Based
on the noise ﬁgure of 3 dB and sky noise temperature of 8 - 37 K calculated in
Chapter 2.5.2, one can calculate the noise temperature with (16) and (17). The
average noise temperature becomes about 634 K. The ﬁgure of merit becomes then
about 4.2 dB/K.
The data throughput depends on the error levels of the transmission. There-
fore, one has to determine a certain threshold for the error levels after which the
transmissions are not reliable enough. The bit error probability depends on the
energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio Eb/N0 as in (10) and (11) for
PSK modulation schemes. The BEP as a function of Eb/N0 is shown in Fig. 10.
A transmission can be considered reliable when the BEP is below 10−5 since there
exists only one bit error within 100 000 transmitted bits. Therefore, the Eb/N0
threshold was determined to be about 10.4 dB, as shown in Fig. 10. The receiver
speciﬁcations used in the simulations are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: Estimations Aalto-1 ground station receiver characteristics.
Parameter Value
Antenna gain 30 dBi
Elevation angle minimum 10 degrees
Antenna feeding network losses 1 dB
Cable losses 1 dB
Receiver noise ﬁgure 3 dB
Sky noise 13 K
Receiver noise temperature 634 K
G/T 4.2 dB/K
Eb/N0 threshold 10.4 dB
A sun-synchronous orbit was simulated with the orbit height of 900 km and by
using the speciﬁcations of the commercial radio and the estimated ground station
equipment. The transmitting antenna gain was estimated to be about 9 dBi, a
typical value for a patch antenna. Based on the Eb/N0 threshold, the simulations
indicate that the average duration of a reliable transmission is about 3 min 40 s
during one ﬂyover of the satellite for the data rate of 1 Mbit/s. The achievable
data throughput can be calculated from the access time by multiplying the access
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Figure 10: BEP as a function of Eb/N0 for PSK modulation schemes.
time with the bit rate, resulting as the total number of transmitted bits. Then,
the number of transmitted bits is divided by 8 in order to calculate the amount of
transmitted bytes. Thus, the data throughput is about 26.3 MB per one ﬂy over of
the satellite. If the TURBO FEC of rate about 0.5 was used, the actual data rate of
the transmissions becomes 0.5 Mbit/s, as deﬁned in (12). With such a data rate, the
simulations indicate that the average duration of a reliable transmission is about 4
min 38 s during one ﬂy over. Thus, the data throughput during one ﬂyover is about
16.6 MB. The data throughput of 26.3 MB achieved with the commercial radio was
taken as the requirement for the S-band transmitter design: there is no reason to
design a transmitter with lower data throughput since the mission of Aalto-1 would
then be degraded. The data throughput simulation results are summarized in Table
6.
Table 6: Data throughput simulation results with the commercial radio.
Parameter No FEC FEC
Average access time 3 min 40 s 4 min 38 s
Data throughput 26.3 MB 16.6 MB
Based on the data throughput simulation results shown in Table 6 and on the
interface constraints set by the Aalto-1 satellite bus, and as the space environment
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challenges are taken into account, the S band transmitter has the requirements as
shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Requirements for the S-band transmitter of Aalto-1.
Parameter Requirement
Data throughput during one ﬂyover 26.3 MB
Max power consumption 5 W
Circuit board size CubeSat Kit standard PCB
Antenna interface 50 Ω coaxial connector
Data interface towards OBC LVDS
Oﬀ-line mode power consumption 0 W
Transmitter control Integrated into the transmitter
COTS components Space heritage
RF output power level
Has to be adjusted according to
the throughput requirement
Data rate
Has to be adjusted according to
the throughput requirement
The space heritage of the COTS (commercial of the shelf) components used in
the design was taken as one of the most important requirement for the transmitter
design. The data throughput requirement is 26.3 MB. Therefore, depending on the
data rate the transmitter oﬀers, one has to adjust the RF output power: the bit
error levels of the transmissions depend both on the RF output power and data rate.
The transmitting antenna on the Aalto-1 satellite is a patch antenna having a 50
Ω coaxial connector interface. Thus, similar connector is needed on the transmitter
board in order to connect the transmitter and the antenna. The data interface for
the transmitter was the requirement set by the Aalto-1 satellite bus. There exists
3.3, 5.0 V and 12 V supply voltages on the satellite bus available for the transmitter.
The circuit board dimensions are based on the CubeSat Kit standard PCB shown
in Fig. 11 and the transmitter should share the board with the GPS subsystem.
The mission of Aalto-1 requires the S-band transmitter to have the control unit of
its own.
The radio wave propagation channel will change in time depending on the dif-
ferent conditions existing in the ionosphere and troposphere. The satellite's ﬂight
path with respect to the ground station also changes: the satellite might ﬂy directly
over the ground station or it can travel just above the horizon. As the elevation
angle of the ground station receiving antenna aﬀects the attenuation conditions,
the attenuation will change during one ﬂy over and will diﬀer between individual
ﬂy overs. Therefore, to make the transmitter operation more eﬃcient in terms of
the Aalto-1 mission, the transmitter should have adaptable RF output power levels
and data rates. Thus, in good propagation conditions the transmitter would not
use the maximum RF output power, therefore saving power. In worse propagation
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Figure 11: Typical dimensions for a CubeSat Kit standard board [14].
conditions, the transmitter would use more RF output power and decrease the data
rate and add FEC to the transmissions in order to ensure a reliable communication
link.
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3 Implementation
This chapter introduces the design and implementation of the Aalto-1 S-band trans-
mitter. The individual building blocks of the transmitter are described in detail and
special attention is given on the RF transmission line design. The ﬁrst prototype of
the transmitter will be introduced including software for controlling the transmitter.
3.1 Architecture of the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter
A custom built solution was chosen for the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter due to the
more educational value it oﬀers and also due to the fact that the transmitter can
then be optimized for the Aalto-1 mission purposes. When the development costs
and duration of the transmitter design process are considered, the use of COTS com-
ponents is only an advantage. Especially in the case of ISM band frequencies, many
commercial transmitters and transceivers are available. Today's mobile technology
has accelerated the development of low power RF systems. Due to the low power
and high eﬃciency features of the systems targeted for mobile devices, they are also
ideal solutions for CubeSat missions. Space industry has recently had projects that
aim to launch a mobile phone to space inside a small satellite [43]. As mentioned in
Chapter 2.2, some of the CubeSat satellite mission have used COTS RFIC (radio
frequency integrated circuits) components in the communication subsystems. Thus,
the usability of the RFIC technology in CubeSat missions has been proven.
Based on a survey on diﬀerent COTS components, it was decided that the trans-
mitter design should be based on a transceiver circuit that takes in the data to be
transmitted, generates baseband signal from the data, modulates the baseband sig-
nal to the RF carrier and ampliﬁes the modulated signal. It should also be possible
to change the data rate and the RF output power of the transceiver. If the high-
est output power of the transceiver circuit is not high enough, an additional power
ampliﬁer (PA) circuit will be added to the transmitter. Both of the transceiver and
PA circuits should be controlled via a microcontroller interface. The microcontroller
should provide an interface to the OBC and transmit the data to the transceiver.
Fig. 12 shows the basic building blocks for the initial design of the transmitter. As
these commercially available oﬀ-the-shelf blocks are used, custom design is needed
on the highlighted points shown in Fig. 12.
3.2 Transceiver circuit
Based on a survey on COTS transceiver circuits, couple of transceivers were eval-
uated as possible candidates for the Aalto-1 transmitter circuit, Analog Devices
AFD7242 and Texas Intruments CC2500. These two circuits were the only ISM
band COTS components having low enough power consumption and providing high
enough data rates. The devices are compared in Table 8 [44],[45].
As can be seen from Table 8, ADF7242 oﬀers higher data rate of 2 Mbit/s.
CC2500 oﬀers 500 kBaud data rate with shaped MSK modulation, identical to
diﬀerential oﬀset QPSK. If the modulator/demodulator used in the MSK signal
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Figure 12: Building blocks of the initial architecture for the S-band transmitter.
generation/detection is an oﬀset QPSK modulator/demodulator instead of a FSK
modulator/demodulator, the signal can be regarded as oﬀset QPSK with half-sine
shaped pulses, as shown in [46]. Therefore, the actual bit rate is 1 Mbit/s, since the
oﬀset QPSK uses two bits per symbol. Both of the transceiver circuits have too low
RF output power levels for the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter therefore requiring an
additional power ampliﬁer. If the current consumption with respect to the achieved
output power level is considered, AD7242 is slightly more eﬃcient than CC2500.
When the space legacy of the products is taken into consideration, CC2500 has
better speciﬁcations. The Texas Instruments Chipcon family (CCxxxx) has been
used in several space missions and CC2500 is planned to be used in couple of space
missions in the future [47],[48], as summarized in Table 9.
As ADF7242 has no space legacy, one cannot ensure the circuit operation in
space. Texas Instruments oﬀers a great amount of material for designing circuit
boards for CC2500 [49], software tools for communicating with CC2500 and also
guidelines on how to connect MSP430 family microcontroller with CC2500 [50].
Availability of such material speeds up, facilitates and secures the development pro-
cess around CC2500. Analog Devices oﬀers also some guide lines how to connect
the transceiver to an ARM microcontroller and also the driver software for the
transceiver [51],[52]. However, the connection schematics for the transceiver are
more complicated as compared to the designs for CC2500, thus increasing the com-
plexity of the whole transmitter design. There exits software support for ARM7
microcontroller containing some examples. However, TI MSP430 microcontroller
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Table 8: Comparison between TI CC2500 and AD ADF7242.
Feature CC2500 ADF7242
Data rate 50 Kbit/s - 2 Mbit/s 2.4 Kbit/s - 1 Mbit/s
Current consumption 21.5 mA @ +3 dBm 21.5 mA @ +1 dBm
Output power -20 dBm to +4.8 dBm -30 dBm to +1 dBm
Modulation
GFSK, FSK, GMSK,
MSK
OOK, 2-FSK, GFSK,
MSK
Programmable RF features yes yes
External power ampliﬁer re-
quired
yes yes
Space legacy yes (the chip family) no
Development material good availability limited
Space legacy of supported
controller
yes no
Table 9: Space heritage of TI Chipcon products.
Mission Device
CP3 CC1000
CP4 CC1000
CAPE1 CC1020
OpenCube CC1120, CC2500
PilsenCube CC2500
family has an advantage compared to the ADuC7020 (used in the example code of
ADF7242): MSP430 family has had heavy use in CubeSat missions by Pumpkin
Inc.'s on board computer modules, as shown later on in chapter 3.4.
In order to check the achievable data throughput with CC2500, a data through-
put simulation was run by using the speciﬁcations of CC2500. The simulations
indicate, that a RF output power level of +27 dBm would result into a 26.3 MB
data throughput per one ﬂy over with MSK modulated signal of 1 Mbit/s data rate.
Therefore, it was concluded, that TI CC2500 would fulﬁll the mission requirements
if a power ampliﬁer providing 26 dB of gain was used. As the CC2500 has the space
heritage, it was chosen as the transceiver for the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter.
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3.2.1 TI CC2500 transceiver
TI CC2500 is a complete transceiver circuit based on zero-IF RFIC technology. It
is available as QFN (quad-ﬂat no-leads) 20 pin package and the pin layout is shown
in Fig. 13. The functional block diagram is shown in Fig. 14. As can be seen
from Fig. 14, the microcontroller interface is implemented with a Serial-Peripheral-
Interface (SPI) and two digital input/output pins for general use. SPI uses four sig-
nal lines, clock (SCLK), Master-In-Slave-Out (MISO), Master-Out-Slave-In (MOSI)
and Chip-Select (CSn). GDO0 and GDO2 are the two digital input/output pins that
can be used for requesting internal status of the transceiver or they can be used as
transmit and receive pins in the synchronous and asynchronous serial modes.
Figure 13: Pin layout for CC2500 [45].
On the SPI, the transceiver is the slave and the microcontroller is the master.
The transceiver is programmed and controlled via the SPI and the interface is also
used for the data transfer. Programming of the transceiver is achieved by modifying
diﬀerent internal register values on the transceiver. These register values correspond
to diﬀerent functionalities on the transceiver. Manufacturer of the transceiver pro-
vides a register conﬁguration tool (TI SmartRF Studio) that can be used to get the
correct values for each register(see Fig. 15). The software tool is available for free
from Texas Instruments [53].
The operation of the transceiver is based on a built-in state machine. Therefore,
the controlling software should be designed to follow the state machine characteris-
tics in order to get full beneﬁts of the low power features. A simpliﬁed state machine
example is shown in Fig. 16. The transceiver changes state when it receives the cor-
responding command from the SPI (i.e. STX and SRX) or by pulling the CSn pin
low. The transceiver has built-in voltage regulators that provide the supply voltages
for the subsystems inside the chip. As is shown in the state machine example in Fig.
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16, the Sleep state has the lowest power consumption. At that state, the voltage
regulators are oﬀ, so the digital electronics is powered oﬀ. The ability to switch of
the digital electronics is important: as mentioned in Chapter 2.6, the single event
latch-ups require a system reset. The SPI register access is shown in Figs. 17 and
18.
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Figure 14: The functional diagram of CC2500 [45].
The transceiver has packet handling capabilities. The use of packet transmissions
is evident in the Aalto-1 S-band system due to the following facts:
1. One spectral image can be as large as 10 MB, which necessitates the image to
be divided into smaller packages for transmissions.
2. The diﬀerent data packages of one image are sent individually by the trans-
mitter.
3. After the receiver has received the packages, the image has to be rebuilt from
the individual packages. Therefore, the individual packages have to be identi-
ﬁed so that the image can be rebuild from them.
The packet format produced by the packet handler is shown in Fig. 17. The
size of TXFIFO, which contains the actual data to be transmitted, is 64 bytes.
Diﬀerent parts of the packet are programmable, such as the length of the preamble,
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Figure 15: Screenshot of the TI Smart RF Studio register conﬁguration for CC2500
[53].
synchronization word and data packet. On the data packet to be transmitted,
the length ﬁeld, address ﬁeld and CRC-16 ﬁelds are optional. The CRC ﬁeld is
the checksum of the packet to be transmitted. When the Aalto-1 S-band system
is considered, CRC would be useful in order to check whether the checksum is the
same for the received and transmitted packets. The transceiver supports also forward
error correction with interleaving, as shown in Fig. 17. The FEC coder inside the
transceiver is a convolutional coder with a rate of 0.5. The errors in real digital
communication channels have usually a bursty character and the error correction
codes are usually designed for independent errors. By interleaving, the bits in the
original sequence are reordered and the errors become quasi-statically independent
[54]. The transceiver supports also data whitening. When the data whitening is
enabled, the long data sets of zeros and ones are removed by the whitening process.
Such an operation will make the data to be transmitted more random and the power
distribution is then smoother over the bandwidth [55].
RF transmissions of the transceiver are organized as follows:
1. The transceiver operation state is changed to transmitter.
2. The modulator sends the programmed pre-ample bits.
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Figure 16: State machine example of CC2500 [45].
3. The ﬁrst byte is written into TXFIFO register.
4. The modulator sends the synchronization word.
5. The modulator sends the data in the TXFIFO register.
The transmission operation will stay in step 5 until the TXFIFO runs empty.
Then, the chip will enter TXFIFO_UNDERFLOW state. If there was still data
to be transmitted, the command SFTX has to be issued in order to transmit rest
of the packet, as shown in Fig. 16.
The packet handling in the transceiver can be implemented in two ways, either
as interrupt driven solution or by SPI polling. In the interrupt driven solution, the
transceiver will send an interrupt via one of the GDIO (general digital input/output)
lines to the microcontroller, for example in the case of one data packet transmitted.
If the SPI-polling is used, the microcontroller requests the transceiver for diﬀerent
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Figure 17: Packet format of the transceiver (top) and the SPI register access timing
(bottom) [45].
values of interest, for example the number of bytes remaining in TX FIFO. The
interrupt driven solution can be seen as more eﬃcient solution due to the fact that
the transceiver invokes immediately the microcontroller without any contribution
required from the microcontroller. The data transmission between the microcon-
troller and the transceiver is optimized, since the microcontroller does not have to
request information about the state of the TXFIFO register.
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Figure 18: CC2500 SPI timing requirements [45].
3.3 Power ampliﬁer module
As stated in Chapter 3.2, the maximum RF output power of the transceiver is +1
dBm. Due to the high losses in the satellite communication link, the signal needs to
be ampliﬁed. Therefore, an additional power ampliﬁer (PA) module is needed for the
Aalto-1 S-band transmitter. Throughput simulations indicated that an RF output
power of +27 dBm would be required with the transceiver chip chosen for Aalto-1.
As in the case of the transceiver circuit, the PA was chosen from COTS RFIC chips
available on the market. As diﬀerent PAs on the market were evaluated, the RF5602
ISM band PA from RFMD was chosen due to the speciﬁcations of the product and
previous space mission experience of RFMD devices. The RFMD RF5602 is a RFIC
ﬁnal stage power ampliﬁer with the speciﬁcations [56] summarized in Table 11.
RF5602 is a class AB type ampliﬁer, which is a compromise between the highly
linear class A ampliﬁers and the highly eﬃcient class B ampliﬁers [57]. The max-
imum RF output power of the RF5602 is +33 dBm. Therefore, the custom build
Aalto-1 S-band transmitter could provide 6 dB more RF power compared to the com-
mercial radio. Of course, when driving the RF5602 almost in the compression, the
linearity characteristics of the ampliﬁer are suﬀering: the matching circuit topology
recommended by the RFMD is optimized for the linearity at +27 dBm RF output
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Table 10: Requirements for the power ampliﬁer module.
Parameter Requirement
RF output power +27 dBm
Gain 26 dB (min)
Power consumption below 5 W
COTS components Space heritage
Table 11: RF5602 speciﬁcations.
Parameter Value
Supply voltage 3.3 to 5.0 V
Gain 32 to 34 dB
Package 16-pin leadless QFN
1 dB compression point +33 dBm
Linearity 2.5 % @ +26 dBm
RF output port Unbalanced, requires an external matching circuit
RF input port Unbalanced, 50 Ω
Current consumption 450 mA @ +26 dBm, 690 mA @+30 dBm
Power ampliﬁer class AB
power. However, since the transceiver circuit used in the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter
uses MSK modulation scheme, the linearity requirements are not so strict due to the
fact that the envelope curve of MSK modulated signals is constant in amplitude.
The RFMD's products have space legacy. RFMD 2117 power ampliﬁer has been
used as a part for CP2 communications system design [58] and the actual space
experience was introduced with CP4 satellite, the backup satellite of CP2 due to
the launch failure of the CP2 [59]. RF2117 has ﬂown also on CAPE1 satellite [9].
3.3.1 RFMD RF5602 power ampliﬁer
RF5602 is available as 3mm x 3mm x 0.45 mm, 16 pin, leadless chip carrier. The pin
layout and the internal functional block diagram of the ampliﬁer module are shown
in Fig. 19. As can be seen, the power ampliﬁer has a three-stage amplifying chain.
The RF input ports are internally matched to 50 Ω. The RF output ports need an
external matching circuit. The supply voltages should be provided for each stage
individually (VCC1, VCC2 and VCC3) and the last stage should have the supply
provided to the RF output ports. The supply lines need DC ﬁltering capacitors. The
bias voltages for the amplifying stages are provided by VREG1, VREG2, VREG3
and BIAS VCC pins. The register voltages VREG1, VREG2 and VREG3 control
the amount of bias voltage used for the three amplifying stages. BIAS VCC is the
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operation voltage for the internal biasing circuitry of the ampliﬁer. The bias voltages
need external resistors. RF5602 has also an internal power detector available that
provides a voltage signal with the level corresponding to a certain power level. Such
a signal could be connected to an I/O port on the microcontroller having analog-
to-digital conversion available. RF5602 has also PDOWN pin which can be used to
power on/oﬀ the three ampliﬁer stages.
RF matching 
from CC2500 
RF matching 
to 50 Ω 
Feedback line 
to microcontroller 
Figure 19: Pin layout and the functional bloc diagram of RF5602 power ampliﬁer
module [56].
3.4 Microcontroller unit
At ﬁrst, the transmitter design process was based on the AVR microcontroller tech-
nology and the ﬁrst tests with the transceiver prototype boards were executed with
Arduino which is based on the AVR architecture. However, when the previous space
usage was considered, the Texas Intruments MSP430 family was also taken under
evaluation. The MSP430 family is used by Pumpkin Inc. as one of the processor pos-
sibilities in their CubeSat Kit motherboards [60]. The MSP430 family has been used
for example in the recent nanosatellite missions such as GOLIAT [61] and e-st@r
[62]. An advantage with the MSP430 family is the fact that the manufacturer has
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design guidelines how to connect MSP430F2274 microcontroller to the transceiver
circuit. Therefore, MSP430 was chosen as the microcontroller for the transmitter.
3.4.1 TI MSP430F2274 microcontroller
MSP430F2274 is a mixed signal microcontroller with the speciﬁcations [63] sum-
marized in Table 12. MSP430F2274 has 40 pins layout, available as DA and RHA
packages. RHA package was chosen for the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter design due
to the smaller footprint. The RHA package pin layout is shown in Fig. 20. The
functional block diagram for the MSP430F2274 is shown in Fig. 21.
The Aalto-1 S-band transmitter should provide LVDS (low voltage diﬀerential
signalling) interface towards the OBC and the transceiver requires SPI for data
transmission and two interrupt pins. MSP430F2274 microcontroller has two serial
interfaces USCIA0 and ASCIB0. These two interfaces can be used as UART (uni-
versal asynchronous receiver/transmitter), SPI and I2C (two wire interface). The
LVDS can be formed from the SPI with a speciﬁc driver chip as shown in Chapter 3.7.
As can be seen from Fig. 20, clock line UCA0CLK and chip select line UCB0STE
share the same pin and clock line UCB0CLK and chip select line UCA0STE share
the same pin. Therefore, the two serial interfaces, USCIA0 and USCIB0, cannot be
used at the same time, if the clock lines and chip select lines of both interfaces are
used at the same time. Thus, the solution used in Aalto-1 S-band transmitter was
to use some GPIO pins for the chip select lines due to the fact that the chip select
lines are simple enable/disable lines.
The software development for the TI MSP430F2274 microcontroller can be achieved
with the TI MSP430 Launchpad development board [64]. The Lauchpad develop-
ment board has a JTAG interface that can be used to program TI MSP430 family
microcontrollers. The wireless development set EZ430-RF2500 has software exam-
ples available which can be used to provide the software code for controlling the
transceiver. TI Smart RF Studio can be used to get the right register settings for
the transceiver.
Table 12: MSP430F2274 microcontroller speciﬁcations.
Parameter Value
Supply voltage 1.8 to 3.6 V
Current consumption 270 µA at 1 MHz
Architecture 16-bit RISC
CPU frequency 16 MHz
Flash memory 23 KB + 256 KB
RAM 512 KB
Serial interfaces 2 x SPI/I2C
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Figure 20: Pin layout for the RHA package of the microcontroller [63].
Figure 21: Functional block diagram of the microcontroller [63].
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3.5 Conclusions on the transmitter architecture
The chosen architecture for the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter consists of TI CC2500
transceiver, RFMD RF5602 power ampliﬁer and TI MSP430F2274 microcontroller
family. The architecture has the speciﬁcations as summarized in Table 13. The
architecture provides an RF output power level up to +33 dBm. The transceiver
module oﬀers MSK modulated transmissions with data rates up to 1 Mbit/s. Data
throughput simulations with such values indicate that 41.6 MB of throughput is
achievable. The architecture has a maximum power consumption of 4.2 W which is
well within the power budget of Aalto-1. The transceiver has also packet handling
capabilities and can add FEC to the transmissions. The data rate, RF output power
level, modulation scheme, FEC and packet format are programmable. The chosen
architecture is therefore adaptable according to the attenuation conditions. Based
on these facts, the designed architecture was concluded to fulﬁll the requirements
set by the Aalto-1 mission.
Table 13: The estimated speciﬁcations of Aalto-1 S-band transmitter.
Parameter Value
RF output power up to +33 dBm
Data rate 1 Mbit/s
Power consumption max 4.2 W
Data throughput 41.6 MB
3.6 Impedance matching for the transmitter
The last stage on the transceiver transmitter chain is a power ampliﬁer. From the
RF theory, the power ampliﬁer has to have a certain load impedance in order to
deliver the maximum power to the load [65]. The power ampliﬁer at the transceiver
has diﬀerential output and the manufacturer states that the optimal diﬀerential load
impedance is 80 + 74j Ω. The ﬁnal stage power ampliﬁer chosen for the Aalto-1
S-band transmitter has an unbalanced 50 Ω RF input port. Thus, the balanced RF
output of the transceiver has to be transformed to the 50 Ω unbalanced RF input.
Also, the RF matching circuit has to provide the optimal load impedance for the
transceiver. The manufacturer of the transceiver provides a reference RF matching
circuit. The reference design uses a balun and pi-network of discrete inductors and
capacitors (see Fig. 22). The RF signals at the positive and negative RF output
ports of the transceiver are 180 degrees out of phase as compared to each other.
Therefore, the balun should even the phases of the two signals in order to sum up
the amplitudes of the two signal lines and thus maximizing the power delivered to
the output. The purpose of the pi-network is to match the balun output impedance
to 50 Ω and also to ﬁlter out harmonics caused by the transceiver's power ampliﬁer
nonlinear features. There are two DC-block capacitors located at the input of the
balun.
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Since the RF interface of the transmitter is a 50 Ω coaxial connector, the output
of the RF5602 power ampliﬁer has to be matched to 50 Ω. The matching circuit
has to also provide the optimal load impedance for the power ampliﬁer, that is 2 -
4.75j Ω at 2.425 GHz. The manufacturer of the power ampliﬁer RF5602 provides a
reference design optimized for the linearity purposes at +27 dBm RF output power.
The reference design has also been tested to provide 1 dB compression point at +33
dBm. The reference design is shown in Fig. 24. As can be seen, the design uses
discrete capacitors and short microstrip stubs. The RF-block for the supply line
is implemented with a network of discrete inductor and capacitor. The required
matching circuits for the transmitter architecture are summarized in Fig. 23.
DC-block 
capacitors 
Balun 
Π-network 
Figure 22: Reference design for the transceiver RF output matching circuit [45].
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Figure 23: Required RF matching circuits for the transmitter architecture [56].
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Figure 24: Reference design for the power ampliﬁer RF output matching [56].
3.6.1 Theory on microstrip elements
The reference designs of the transceiver's and power ampliﬁer's RF output matching
circuits are based on the use of discrete components. As compared to a microstrip
stub matching, such an approach saves space on the board when minimum sized
components, such as 0402, are used. However, the use of discrete components will
increase the amount of soldering required on the RF matching circuit. Soldering of
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the components for a space application has to be done in a speciﬁc way in order
to avoid for example air bubbles inside the soldering material. A break down of a
discrete component or loss of the connection to the signal line, will result as loss of
connection or short circuit for the signal. Such an event may cause a complete loss
of the transmitter operation. Therefore, to decrease the number of soldered discrete
components on the RF signal paths, a microstrip implementation was chosen for
Aalto-1 S-band transmitter design. The topology of the matching circuits were
decided to be the same as in the reference designs: the discrete components are
replaced with interdigital and gap capacitors, via holes and microstrip stubs.
Fig. 25 shows the structure of a typical interdigital capacitor [66]. Based on
the dimensions shown in Fig. 25, the total capacitance in pF of such an interdigital
capacitor can be approximated with the following equation:
Ctot = (r + 1)l[(N − 3)A1 + A2] (pF), (19)
where A1 and A2 are deﬁned as:
A1 = 4.409 tanh[0.55(
h
W
)0.45] · 10−6 (pF/µm), (20)
A2 = 9.92 tanh[0.52(
h
W
)0.45] · 10−6( pF/µm). (21)
Figure 25: Typical structure of an interdigital capacitor [66].
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(19), (20) and (21) are valid only if the l′, S ′, W and S are of the same size and
the length of the structure is l < λ / 4. The correspondence of parameters l′, S ′,
W , S, l, r and h to the interdigital capacitor structure is shown in Fig. 25.
A gap capacitance is formed when a microstrip stub has a cut-oﬀ for some dis-
tance. The structure for such capacitor is shown in Fig. 26. The capacitance value
for the gap can be approximated with the following equation [57]:
C = (Co2 − Ce2/2)/2, (22)
where Co2 and Ce2 are odd and even mode capacitances deﬁned as:
s 
h Substrate with relative  
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w 
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Side view 
Top view 
Figure 26: Typical structure of gap capacitor.
Co2 = Co1(r/9.6)
0.8, (23)
Ce2 = Ce1(r/9.6)
0.9, (24)
where Co1 and Ce1 are again odd and even mode capacitances deﬁned as:
Co1 = w(s/w)
moeko , (25)
Ce1 = w(s/w)
meeke , (26)
where mo, me, ko and ke are odd and even mode parameters and deﬁned as:
mo = (w/h)(0.267 log(w/h)− 0.3853), (27)
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me = 0.8675, (28)
ko = 4.26− 0.631 log(w/h), (29)
ke = 2.043(w/h)
0.12. (30)
When the microsrtip line has to be connected to ground plane, it is usually
implemented with a via hole. Such a conﬁguration introduces a small inductance
and has to be taken into account in the circuit design. The following equation is
given for the inductance introduced by the via hole [66]:
Lvia = 0.2[h− ln(h+
√
r2 + h2
r
) + 1.5(r −
√
r2 + h2)] (pH), (31)
where h is the height and r is the radius of the via hole. Short individual microstrip
lines can be seen as capacitances and inductances. If the length of the line is l <
λ / 4 and the line has high characteristic impedance, the line can be modeled as
a series inductance. Length of a line having a series inductance of L is (with the
characteristic impedance of Zoh):
l =
λ
2pi
arcsin(ωL/Zoh). (32)
If the length of the line is l < λ / 4 and the line has low characteristic impedance,
the line can be modeled as a shunt capacitance. Length of a line having a shunt
capacitance of C is (with the characteristic impedance of Zol):
l =
λ
2pi
arcsin(ωCZol). (33)
3.6.2 Impedance matching for the transceiver and the power ampliﬁer
The impedance matching circuits for the transceiver and the power ampliﬁer were
implemented with microstrip elements. The topologies of the reference designs given
by the manufacturers were used as the design basis. The discrete inductors were
replaced with short lines and via holes and capacitors with gap and interdigital
capacitors. The microstrip elements were ﬁrst designed with (22), (25), (34) and
(35). Then, Agilent's Advanced Design System (ADS) 2011 circuit simulator was
used to optimize the microstrip elements. The circuits were designed on an FR4
substrate having thickness of 1.6 mm. The permittivity was estimated to be about
4.4 for the transceiver simulator model and for the power ampliﬁer 4.1, since diﬀer-
ent manufacturers were planned to be used for providing the circuit boards. The
simulation setups for the transceiver and the power ampliﬁer are shown in Fig. 27.
A vector network analyzer (VNA) model with ungrounded ports was used with the
transceiver to simulate the balanced impedance. VNA with grounded ports was
used with the power ampliﬁer. The second port on both of the VNAs was set to
have an impedance of the complex conjugate of the optimal load impedance. The
port was then connected to the input of the matching circuits. The ﬁrst port on
both of the VNAs was set have an impedance of 50 Ω and was connected to the
output of the matching circuits.
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Figure 27: ADS 2011 simulation setup for the transceiver matching circuit on the
left and for the power ampliﬁer on the right.
The optimized layout of the microstrip matching circuit for the transceiver is
shown in Fig. 28. The DC-block capacitors located before the balun input in
the reference design were not replaced with microstrip elements due their large
capacitance value, since a large capacitance is diﬃcult to obtain with microstrip
elements.
The optimized matching circuit for the power ampliﬁer is shown in Fig. 29. As
can be seen, the biasing of the RF output stage was implemented with a radial stub
and λ / 4 length stub.
In order to ensure a ﬂuent development process of the Aalto-1 S-band trans-
mitter, the transceiver and power ampliﬁer circuits were decided to be tested ﬁrst
individually. The transceiver chip requires some number of external components.
A 26 MHz crystal is required to provide an external clock reference. Also one bias
resistor, a few supply ﬁltering capacitors and one inductor are needed. The required
components are shown in Fig. 30. The manufactured prototype of the transceiver
is shown in Fig. 31. The RF5602 power ampliﬁer requires also some external com-
ponents to operate. The required external components are shown in Fig. 33. The
manufactured prototype of the power ampliﬁer is shown in Fig. 32. The simulation
and measurement results of matching circuits are shown and analyzed in Chapter
4.1.
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Figure 28: Layout of the microstrip matching circuit for the transceiver.
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Figure 29: The output matching circuit designed for the PA.
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Figure 30: External components needed for the transceiver chip [67].
Figure 31: Photograph of the ﬁrst manufactured prototype of the transceiver.
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Figure 32: Photograph of the ﬁrst manufactured prototype of the power ampliﬁer.
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Figure 33: Required external components for the power ampliﬁer [56].
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3.7 Aalto-1 S-band transmitter ﬁrst prototype
In order to test the operation of the whole transmitter circuit, a prototype board
layout was designed with EAGLE containing the MSP430F2274 microcontroller, the
CC2500 transceiver and the RF5602 power ampliﬁer. Additional external discrete
components were added to the microcontroller, transceiver and power ampliﬁer ac-
cording to the recommendations of the manufacturers.
The power ampliﬁer has a power consumption of 10 mA in the power-down mode
that is too high for the Aalto-1 power budget. Therefore, it should be possible to
completely turn of the power ampliﬁer when the transmitter is not used. Thus, a
power switch was added to the supply line of the power ampliﬁer. The power switch
chosen for the transmitter ﬁrst prototype circuit was TI TPS2556. It is a current-
limited power switch, with the current limit threshold from 500 mA to 5.0 A which
is set with an external resistor. The functional block diagram of the power switch
with the additional external components needed is shown in Fig. 35 [68]. In order
to adjust the current limit to a certain maximum, the following equation given by
the manufacturer can be used:
RILIM(kΩ) = (
99038V
Ilim,maxmA
)1/0.947. (34)
As the maximum tolerable supply current for the power ampliﬁer is 800 mA, a
good maximum current could be 750 mA. The formula gives for the resistor value
about 174 kΩ.
The microcontroller has SPI support but does not provide ports for LVDS. There-
fore, a special LVDS transceiver circuit was added for the SPI - LVDS conversion.
The LVDS transceiver chosen was TI SN65LVDS049, a dual-ﬂow-through diﬀerential
line driver-receiver. The functional diagram and pin conﬁguration of SN65LVDS049
are shown in Fig. 34 [69].
The basic connections of the ﬁrst prototype board are shown in Fig. 36. The
connection schematics for the transceiver, power ampliﬁer, microcontroller, power
switch, LVDS transceiver and satellite bus are shown in Appendices A, B and C.
The Aalto-1 satellite bus pin layout is shown in Appendix D [14]. The layout design
is shown in Appendix E. The manufactured board is shown in Fig. 37. As can be
seen, the GPS system is located on the same board.
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Figure 34: Functional block diagram (left) and pin conﬁguration (right) of
SN65lvds049 [69].
Figure 35: Functional block diagram of TPS2556 power switch [68].
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Figure 36: Basic connections on the prototype board.
Figure 37: Photograph of the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter and GPS ﬁrst prototype
board.
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The ﬁrst version of the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter software is based on the
sample library available from the manufacturer of the microcontroller [70]. The
stack diagram of the library ﬁles is shown in Fig. 38. As can be seen, the library
contains the hardware level deﬁnitions for the microcontrollers and transceivers. The
SPI layer contains the functions for accessing the SPI. Application layer contains
the conﬁguration ﬁles for the transceivers, transmit and receive functions and also
the main program routine. The source ﬁles listed in Fig. 38 are described in Table
14.
In order to test the whole transmitter, a main program routine was implemented
by using the sample library. The main SW routine is shown in Appendix F. The
main routine supports both packet transmission and continuous transmission. It is
also possible to test the microcontroller UART interface. The transmission part of
the software is illustrated in Fig. 39. As can be seen, when the user interacts via the
UART interface to start the RF transmission, the registers and microcontroller pins
are conﬁgured according to the interface and register deﬁnition ﬁles of the library.
The deﬁnition ﬁles have to be modiﬁed before executing the main program. The
transceiver enters then idle state. When the user issues the transmit command, the
transmitter starts to transmit either an unmoludated carrier wave or a predeﬁned
packet. When the user issues the idle-state command, the transmitter will stop
transmitting. The tests executed with the ﬁrst prototype board and software are
introduced and analyzed in Chapter 4.2.
main.c 
include.h 
main_eZ430_RF.c 
CC1100-CC2500.h 
CC1100-CC2500.c 
 
TI_SPI.c 
TI_CC_SPI.h 
 
 
TI_CC_CC1100-CC2500.h 
TI_CCMSP430.h 
TI_CC_hardware_board.h 
TI_CC_hardware_board_eZ430.h 
TI_CC_MSP430.h 
Application 
SPI 
Hardware 
Figure 38: Structure of the sample library [71].
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Figure 39: Transmission ﬂow chart of the transmitter's control software main rou-
tine.
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Table 14: Example library for MSP430 and CC2500.
Filename Description
TI_CC_CC1100-CC2500.h
Deﬁnitions speciﬁc to the CC1100/2500
devices, including register locations and
commonly-used masks for use with these reg-
isters.
TI_CC_MSP430.h
Deﬁnitions speciﬁc to the MSP430 de-
vice; primarily, the pins used in the
SPI interface. Deﬁnitions for USART0/1,
USCI_A0/1/2/3, USCI_B0/1/2/3, USI,
and bit-banging are included. Also, labels
are deﬁned for use with the system variable
RF_SER_INTF. This selects the modules
to be used for the CCxxxx SPI interface
TI_CC_hardware_board.h
Deﬁnitions speciﬁc to the board being used;
that is, the connections between the MSP430
and CC1100/2500, such as the GDO pins.
SPI connections are not deﬁned here be-
cause they are deﬁned inherently within
TI_CC_MSP430.h. This ﬁle deﬁnes connec-
tions to a generic board.
TI_CC_hardware_board_eZ430.h
Deﬁnitions similar to
TI_CC_hardware_board.h except the
ports are conﬁgured speciﬁcally for the
eZ430-RF2500 kit.
TI_CC_spi.c Functions for accessing CC1100/CC2500 reg-
isters via SPI from MSP430.
TI_CC_spi.h Function declarations for TI_CC_spi.c.
CC1100-CC2500.c
Functions for programming the
CC1100/CC2500, including calls for
initialization, send, packet, and receive
packet.
CC1100-CC2500.h Function declarations for CC1100-CC2500.c
include.h
High-level include ﬁle that lists all other in-
clude ﬁles.
main.c Function declarations for CC1100-CC2500.c
main_eZ430_RF.c
Application code ﬁle written speciﬁcally for
the eZ430-RF2500 kit
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4 Results
This chapter introduces the results achieved with the transmitter design. The sim-
ulation and measurement results of the RF matching circuits are introduced and
analyzed. The tests executed with the ﬁrst prototype board are also introduced.
Based on the results, design optimization ideas are introduced for the future ver-
sions of the S-band transmitter.
4.1 Simulation and measurement results of the RF matching
circuits
The matching circuit designed for the transceiver's RF output was tested individu-
ally with the board containing only the transceiver, introduced in chapter 3.6. For
the tests, the microcontroller platform chosen was Arduino Uno. The registers set-
tings for the transceiver were conﬁgured with TI Smart RF Studio software and
the Arduino microcontrol then programmed the transceiver. In order to measure
the matching level of the RF matching circuit, the transceiver had to be put into
receiver mode. The manufacturer of the chip also uses the S11 measurement to test
the matching circuit [72]. S11 was measured by connecting VNA 50 Ω port to the
coaxial output connector of the transceiver prototype board, as shown in Fig. 40.
Transceiver 
Arduino 
SPI 
VNA 
50 Ω 
port 1 
50 Ω 
output 
Register 
programming 
PC: 
Smart RF studio 
Register 
configuration 
Figure 40: Measurement conﬁguration of S11 for the transceiver.
S11 simulation and measurement results of the transceiver's matching circuit are
shown in Fig. 41. As can be seen, the best matching levels have shifted from the
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simulation: the design frequency has shifted up to about 3.1 GHz. The reason for
having diﬀerent result for the measurement is the fact that the relative permittivity
of the real substrate material is diﬀers from that used in the simulations. Therefore,
the microstrip stubs have diﬀerent characteristics - the relative permittivity aﬀects
the design of microstrip components. As can be seen from Fig. 31, solder resist
was used with the prototype board. The solder resist has some relative permittivity
value diﬀerent from vacuum and air, thus aﬀecting to the relative permittivity value
of the design [73]. As the design is not optimal at the desired frequencies, the power
ampliﬁer of the transceiver is not able to produce the maximum available power to
the load. Therefore, optimization work is required on the matching circuit. The
simulation model has to be more accurate according to the real substrate material
and the use of solder resist should be avoided on top of the microstrip stubs.
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Figure 41: Simulation and measurement results of the S11 for the transceiver's
matching circuit.
The simulation result of the matching circuit designed for the power ampliﬁer is
shown in Fig. 42, where the 50 Ω impedance is located in the center of the Smith's
chart. Since the complex conjugate of the desired load impedance was set as the
input for the matching circuit and the input impedance is simulated at the output,
the matching circuit should provide the desired load impedance according to the
simulation results.
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Figure 42: Simulation result of the input impedance of the designed matching circuit
for the power ampliﬁer.
The matching circuit for the power ampliﬁer was measured with the board con-
taining only the power ampliﬁer, designed in chapter 3.6. The matching circuit was
measured by connecting the RF input of the prototype board to a signal generator
and the output to the spectrum analyzer. The measurement setup is shown in Fig.
43. The measurement result with 2.5 V bias level at 2.425 GHz is shown in Fig.
44. As can be seen, the output power saturates too early, at about + 18 dBm. The
expected power level with such bias voltage value should be at least +26 dBm. The
maximum output power level achieved was about +20 dBm at 2.425 GHz with 2.9
V bias level when the expected power level is about +30 dBm. The ampliﬁer tends
also to oscillate at bias voltages higher than 2.5 V.
The load impedance seen by the PA RF output deﬁnes the amount of power
transfered to the load. Therefore, the load impedance achieved with the manufac-
tured prototype board is not the most optimal one. Thus, as with the transceiver,
the simulated model diﬀers from the real substrate material. There exists also a
possibility, that the supply lines providing the supply voltages for the two other
ampliﬁer stages to pins VCC1 and VCC2, include components having incorrect ca-
pacitance, inductance or resistance values due to the uncertainties in the component
tolerances. Due to the incorrect component values the RF signal might be leaking
to the supply pins or the supply voltage values for the two ampliﬁer stages are in-
correct. Therefore, the last stage may not have the required RF signal power level
at the input in order to produce the required RF output power. However, since the
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discrete components used have component tolerances maximum of about 10%, the
relative change in the component value is low and therefore should not aﬀect too
much to the supply conditions of the two ampliﬁer stages.
PA 
Signal generator 
Spectrum 
analyzer 
50 Ω 
input port 
50 Ω 
output 
50 Ω 
input 
Figure 43: Measurement setup for the power ampliﬁer.
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Figure 44: Measured output power and gain vs. input power.
As the RF5602 is the ﬁnal part of the RF amplifying chain in the transmitter, the
gain produced by it is critical when the whole radio link is considered. Therefore, the
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matching circuit needs optimization in order to provide the optimal load impedance
for the PA. The simulation model has to be accurate according to the real substrate
material and the use of solder resist should be avoided. Also, a load-pull analysis
[57] should be performed with the PA hardware. The radial stub and the DC-cut
interdigital capacitor can be left in their places. Then, the two shunt microstrip ca-
pacitors should be removed and replaced with discrete capacitors. From the output
of RF5602 to the beginning of the DC-cut interdigital capacitor should be placed
a 38 Ω microstrip line, as in the reference design. Then, the place of these two
discrete capacitors should be varied and the corresponding output power measured.
The values of these discrete capacitors could also be modiﬁed. Such an iterative
process would continue until the 1 dB compression point of the ampliﬁer is close
to the +33 dBm value given by the manufacturer. When the optimal places of the
discrete capacitors and their optimal values are found, they could be replaced with
interdigital capacitors and new microstrip implementation could be achieved. Fig.
45 illustrates the idea. Also the components located on the supply lines providing
the supply voltages for the ﬁrst two ampliﬁer stages should have as low component
tolerances as possible.
To radial stub 
PA RF output 
C
1
 
Δx1 Δx2 
C
2
 
Signal ground 
38 Ω line 
50 Ω line 
Figure 45: Load-pull analysis implementation principle for the PA.
Instead of using discrete capacitors to tune the load impedance, an impedance
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transformer could be used. Then, a 38 Ω microstrip stub would be connected be-
tween the output of the power ampliﬁer and the DC-cut capacitor. The transformer
would be connected to the coaxial connector of the board. Then, the impedance
transformer would be tuned to ﬁnd the optimal load impedance. After the correct
setting has been found, the load impedance of the transformer would be measured.
Then, the eﬀects caused by the 38 Ω stub and DC-cut capacitor would be added
to the load impedance. Thus, the optimal load impedance for the power ampliﬁer
could be determined. Then, the simulator would be used to design the matching
circuit according to the measured load impedance.
4.2 S-band transmitter ﬁrst prototype board tests
The operation of the ﬁrst prototype board of the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter was
tested with the developed control software. The test cases included the UART
interface tests and continuous unmodulated carrier wave tests. The test setup is
shown in Fig. 46. The UART test was completed successfully, the microcontroller
received and transmitted characters via the interface. The RF transmission was
tested by connecting the transmitter to a spectrum analyzer. Continuous wave
transmissions were registered at the desired frequencies on the spectrum analyzer.
Thus, it was concluded that the developed prototype board is a suitable platform
for operating the chosen architecture. However, as the matching circuits are not
optimized for the design frequencies, the current prototype board is not able to
provide high enough output power. As stated before, the power ampliﬁer output
power saturates at +20 dBm when the required output power is +27 dBm.
PC: 
Serial monitor 
MSP430 
LaunchPad 
Programmin 
interface 
USB 
Transmitter 
prototype board 
UART 
Spectrum 
analyzer 
50 Ω input 
port 
50 Ω output 
port 
Figure 46: Testing setup for the prototype board [71].
4.3 Failure modes, eﬀects and criticality analysis (FMECA)
of the ﬁrst prototype board
FMECA analysis is required with space applications. It is a bottom-up analysis
considering each single elementary failure mode and assessing its eﬀects up to the
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boundary of the product or process under analysis [74]. The FMECA analysis for
the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band transmitter is shown in Appendix E.
The analysis was executed based on diﬀerent signals available from the transmitter's
internal modules. The individual discrete capacitors, inductors and resistors were
also taken into account in the analysis. The criticality number (CN) column gives an
estimation of the seriousness of each individual failure for the whole satellite mission.
The CN is formed by multiplying the severity number (SN) and probability number
(PN) having scales 1 to 5.
When the S-band transmitter subsystem is considered as part of the Aalto-
1 mission, the loss of S-band transmitter would mean major degradation for the
whole mission, since the S-band transmitter is the only communication module on
the satellite capable of transmitting the images of the spectral imager with high
enough data throughput. Also, any degradation in the S-band RF transmission
would result as degradation of the received image quality. Therefore, the scale used
for the severity number of diﬀerent failure scenarios is from 1 to 2. The probability
number was estimated as 1 or 2 in each individual failure case. As a result of the
FMECA analysis, serious attention should be given to the failure scenarios having
the highest CN values. Such places are the supply lines for the transmitter and the
data interfaces. High quality discrete components should of course be used on the
whole transmitter circuit.
4.4 Design improvement ideas
During the manufacturing process of the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band
transmitter some minor PCB design errors appeared. The capacitors C7 and C5
were mistakenly connected between the ground pins of the external oscillator and
PCB ground, while they should be connected between the oscillator signal lines and
ground to reduce noise. On the power switch, the ﬁrst ground pin was not connected
to ground. These design mistakes are to be corrected for the future versions of the
transmitter board.
The power ampliﬁer power-on sequence requires the supply voltage to be con-
nected prior to the bias voltages. Therefore, one additional power switch should be
introduced for the bias voltages in order to switch them individually. The power
switch would then require one additional disable/enable pin from the microcontroller
and a software delay between the supply and bias voltages enable/disable. Instead
of a power switch, a voltage regulator could be more suitable due to the fact that
the 5.0 V supply voltage has to be transformed to 2.9 V. The disable/enable pin
should be allocated and the software delay added on the microcontroller for the next
versions of the transmitter board and suitable voltage regulator should be selected.
Already during the individual tests of the power ampliﬁer module and during the
transmission tests of the ﬁrst prototype board of the whole transmitter, the power
ampliﬁer chip was heating up relatively fast. Therefore, additional thermal vias
should be introduced in order to boost the heat transfer from the power ampliﬁer
to the ground plane.
The RF matching circuits need to be optimized, since the power ampliﬁer power
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saturates too early and the transmitter is not able to produce the required RF output
power. The transceiver's matching circuit needs to be optimized in order to ensure
maximum input power delivered for the power ampliﬁer. The power ampliﬁer tends
also to oscillate at bias voltage values higher than 2.5 V. The load-pull analysis
introduced in Chapter 4.1 should be performed.
The microstrip matching circuits occupy relatively large area on the PCB. Thus,
it is hard to implement a redundant system for the transmitter, since the PCB is also
shared with the GPS subsystem. Thus, if the matching circuits were implemented
with discrete components, more space would be available for a redundant system.
One possibility would be to use an integrated balun from Johanson Technology at
the transceiver RF output [75]. The PA RF output circuit has to be implemented
with some length of microstrip stubs introducing the series inductances. The shunt
capacitances and the DC-cut capacitances can be provided with discrete capacitors.
However, as the FMECA analysis indicated in Chapter 4.3, using discrete compo-
nents at critical parts of the transmitter introduces possibility for the loss of the
whole subsystem. On the other hand, designing microstrip matching circuits re-
quires more optimization work due to the strong dependence on the PCB substrate
permittivity value. Therefore, the decision whether to use discrete components or
microstrip approach is a trade-oﬀ between the space required, reliability and time.
The problems with the uncertainties of the substrate's relative permittivity could
be also avoided by using a PCB material having a stable relative permittivity as a
function of frequency. Such materials are available from Rogers Corporation [76].
In order to receive diagnostic information from the transmitter, OBC requires the
transmitter to have a transmitting interface towards the OBC. At the moment, there
exists a secondary UART interface with transmit and receive capabilities. However,
the UART interface cannot be used at the same time with the LVDS. Therefore, there
should be introduced also MISO line for the OBC S-band transmitter SPI/LVDS
connection: the MISO line is easier to use than another UART; the MISO line does
not require the LVDS since only the status is provided. Thus, high speed is not
required.
The ﬁrst version of the transmitter control software was tested and proven func-
tional. However, the software has to optimized to get full beneﬁts of the low power
features of the microcontroller. Also the SPI - LVDS interface communication be-
tween the OBC and the transmitter should be implemented. As mentioned above,
an additional software delay should be added for the power ampliﬁer power on se-
quence. All the design improvement ideas are summarized in Table 15 from which
the optimization of the matching circuits are the most critical.
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Table 15: Design improvement ideas for the transmitter.
Improvement Purpose
Additional power switch for the PA Optimize the PA's power on sequence
More thermal vias for the PA
Boost the heat transfer of the PA to
ground plane
Transceiver output matching circuit opti-
mization
Transceiver can deliver maximum
power to PA
PA output matching circuit optimization
More RF output power for the trans-
missions
Microstrip implementation to discrete
components
Space saving
Change of substrate material
More accurate matching with mi-
crostrip elements
Control SW optimization
Full beneﬁts of the microcontroller low
power features
SPI - LVDS SW interface for the micro-
controller
Data interface towards the OBC
Additional SW delay for the microcon-
troller
PA power on sequence
MISO line for OBC
Diagnostic information available for
OBC
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5 Summary
This thesis designed the ﬁrst prototype for the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter. The
design is based on a custom combination of discrete RF components. The architec-
ture of the transmitter is based on Texas Instruments CC2500 transceiver, RFMD
RF5602 power ampliﬁer and Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller family.
Simulations with sun-synchronous orbit of 900 km indicate that data throughputs
up to 42 MB are achievable with the chosen architecture during one ﬂy-over in aver-
age. Such a value is twice the amount of achievable throughput with the commercial
option chosen for the transmitter. The maximum power consumption of about 4.2
W is within the CubeSat power constraints. The transmitter has been designed
with component families having space legacy, thus improving the space worthiness
of the system. The transmitter has the control unit integrated, thus enabling the
transmitter to operate with minimum outside contribution. The transceiver has
adaptive RF features: the data rate, RF output power and modulation scheme are
programmable. Thus, the operation of the transmitter can be optimized according
to the attenuation conditions. The transceiver has packet handling capabilities, of-
fers forward-error-correction with interleaving and data whitening. The achievable
data rate is 500 kBaud with MSK modulated signal, the perfect modulation scheme
in terms of linearity requirements since the envelope of the carrier wave is constant
in amplitude. The power ampliﬁer is able to produce RF output power up to +33
dBm in compression. The microcontroller oﬀers SPI/LVDS, UART and program-
ming interfaces towards the satellite bus. The RF output of the transmitter is a 50
Ω coaxial connector.
The ﬁrst prototype board was implemented based on the chosen architecture.
The controlling software was developed and tested successfully. The matching net-
works were implemented with microstrip elements, proven as more reliable solution
for space applications. The simulation results indicated that good levels of matching
are achievable with the chosen implementation. However, the measurement results
showed that optimization work is required in order to achieve the desired matching
levels. The reason for the non-optimal matching levels was identiﬁed as the uncer-
tainty related to the relative permittivity of the substrate material. The simulation
models have to be more accurate according to the real substrate material in order
to ensure the desired capacitance and inductance values for the microstrip elements.
The load-pull analysis should be performed with the power ampliﬁer hardware in
order to ﬁnd the optimal load impedance.
This thesis started the design process of the Aalto-1 S-band transmitter. All the
important design parameters were concluded and a suitable architecture developed.
The chosen transmitter topology was proven to be functional within the CubeSat
framework and fulﬁll the requirements set by the Aalto-1 mission. The design of
the transmitter will continue by optimizing the matching circuits and the control
software for the transmitter.
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A Connection schematics for transceiver.
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B Connection schematics for microcontroller, LVDS
transceiver and satellite bus.
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C Connection schematics for power ampliﬁer and
power switch.
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D Satellite bus pin conﬁguration on the Aalto-1
nanosatellite.
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E Aalto-1 S-band transmitter prototype board lay-
out design.
Figure 5: Aalto-1 S-band transmitter and GPS ﬁrst prototype layout design with
EAGLE.
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F FMECA analysis results
Table 1: FMECA analysis of ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band transmitter,
part 1.
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
1
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
Digital ground
pin 1
Ground connec-
tion fail
SC/OC (Short
Circuit / open
circuit)
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
1
Loss of transmit-
ter
Microcontroller
does not work
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
1 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
2
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
Digital ground
pin 4
Ground connec-
tion fail
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
2
Loss of transmit-
ter
Microcontroller
does not work
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
2 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
3
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
Analog ground
pin 13
Ground connec-
tion fail
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
3
Loss of transmit-
ter
Microcontroller
does not work
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
3 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
4
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
Analog supply
voltage pin 14
Supply voltage
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
4
Loss of transmit-
ter
Microcontroller
does not work
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
4 2 2 4 -
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Table 2: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band transmit-
ter, part 2.
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
4
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
Digital supply
voltage pins 38
& 39
Supply voltage
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
4
Loss of transmit-
ter
Microcontroller
does not work
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
5 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
5
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure on
GDIO pins 2 & 3
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
5
Some transmis-
sion methods do
not work
Possibly no RF
transmission
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
5 1 2 2 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
6
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure on
programming in-
terface
pins 5 & 6
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
6
Microcontroller
programming
not possible
Programming
interface does
not respond
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
6 1 2 2 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
7
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure on
power detection
pin 6
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
7
No RF power in-
formation from
PA available
No power infor-
mation included
in the transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
7 1 2 2 -
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Table 3: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band transmit-
ter, part 3.
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
8
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure on
power switch
fault detection
pin 6
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
8
No fault infor-
mation from
power switch
available
No fault infor-
mation included
in the transmis-
sion
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
8 1 2 2 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
9
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure on
power switch
fault detection
pin 6
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
9
No fault infor-
mation from
power switch
available
No fault infor-
mation included
in the transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
9 1 2 2 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
10
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure on
PA control pin
32
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
10
PA control not
possible
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
10 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
11
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure on
OBC SPI enable
pin 31
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
11
SPI/LVDS to
OBC does not
work
Transmitter
does not re-
spond
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
11 2 2 4 -
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Table 4: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band transmit-
ter, part 4.
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
12
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure
on SPI to
transceiver
enable pin 30
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
12
Transceiver
cannot be pro-
grammed
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
12 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
13
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O UART RX
pin 24
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
13
The UART in-
terface does not
work
The UART in-
terface does not
respond
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
13 1 2 2 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
14
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure on
OBC SPI MOSI
/ UART TX pin
23
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
14
The LVDS/SPI
to OBC / UART
interface does
not work
The transmitter
does not re-
spond / UART
interface does
not work
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
14 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
15
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure on
OBC LVDS lock
pin 9
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
15
The LVDS in-
terface does not
work
Transmitter
does not re-
spond
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
15 2 2 4 -
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Table 5: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band transmit-
ter, part 5.
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
16
MSP430F2274
microcon-
troller
I/O failure on
transceiver SPI
pins 10, 11 or 12
Microcontroller
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
16
The transceiver
cannot be pro-
grammed
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
16 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
17
SN65LVDS049
transceiver
Ground pins 10,
11 or 13
Grounding fail-
ure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
17
The LVDS
transceiver does
not work
Transmitter
does not re-
spond
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
17 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
18 SN65LVDS049
Supply voltage
pins 12 or 16
Supply voltage
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
18
The LVDS
transceiver does
not work
The transmitter
does not respond
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
18 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
19
SN65LVDS049
transceiver
LVDS diﬀeren-
tial pins 1, 2, 3
or 4
LVDS
transceiver
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
19
The LVDS in-
terface does not
work
The transmitter
does not respond
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
19 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
20
SN65LVDS049
transceiver
SPI enable pin 9
LVDS
transceiver
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
20
The LVDS in-
terface does not
work
Transmitter
does not re-
spond
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
20 2 2 4 -
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Table 6: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band transmit-
ter, part 6.
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
21
SN65LVDS049
transceiver
SPI clock pin 14
LVDS
transceiver
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
21
The LVDS in-
terface does not
work
The transmitter
does not respond
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
21 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
22
SN65LVDS049
transceiver
SPI MOSI pin 15
LVDS
transceiver
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
22
The LVDS in-
terface does not
work
Transmitter
does not re-
spond
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
22 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
23
TPS2556
power switch
Ground pin 1
Ground connec-
tion failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
23
The power
switch does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
23 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
24
TPS2556
power switch
Supply voltage
pin 2 or 3
Supply failure SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
24
The power
switch does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
24 2 2 4 -
No Item Function Failure mode Failure cause
24
TPS2556
power switch
Power switch
fault pin 8
Power switch
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
25
No fault infor-
mation from
power switch
available
No fault infor-
mation included
in the transmis-
sion
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
25 1 2 2 -
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Table 7: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band transmit-
ter, part 7.
26
TPS2556
power switch
Power switch
PDOWN pin 4
Power switch
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
26
The power am-
pliﬁer cannot be
turned on/oﬀ
No RF trans-
mission / trans-
mitter draws too
much current in
oﬀ-mode
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
26 2 2 4 -
27
TPS2556
power switch
Power switch
current limit pin
5
Power switch
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
27
The power
switch does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
27 2 2 4 -
28
TPS2556
power switch
PA supply pins 7
or 8
Power switch
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
28
No supply volt-
age for power
ampliﬁer
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality
solders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
28 2 2 4 -
29 Capacitor C22
DC-ﬁlter capaci-
tor on 5.0 V sup-
ply line
Capacitor short
circuit
SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
29
No supply volt-
age for power
switch
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete capacitor
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
29 2 2 4 -
30 Resistor R11
FAULT line
pull-up resistor
Resistor short
circuit
SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
30
No supply volt-
age for power
switch
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete resistor
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
30 2 2 4 -
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Table 8: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band transmit-
ter, part 8.
31
Capacitors
C23 or C24
PA supply DC-
ﬁltering capaci-
tors
Capacitor short
circuit
SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
31
No supply volt-
age for PA
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete capacitors
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
31 2 2 4 -
32 Resistor R19
Voltage divi-
sion resistor on
FAULT line
Resistor connec-
tion break
OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
32
FAULT signal
line connection
break
No fault infor-
mation included
in the transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete resistors
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
32 1 2 2 -
33 Resistor R18
Voltage divi-
sion resistor on
FAULT line
Resistor shor cir-
cuit
SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
33
Short circuit
to ground on
FAULT line
No fault infor-
mation included
in the transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete resistors
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
33 1 2 2 -
34
RF5602 power
ampliﬁer
BIAS supply pin
1
Power ampliﬁer
supply failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
34
No bias voltage
available for PA
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
34 2 2 4 -
35
RF5602 power
ampliﬁer
RF input pin 2
Power ampliﬁer
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
35
No RF input sig-
nal for PA
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
35 2 2 4 -
36
RF5602 power
ampliﬁer
PDOWN pin 3
Power ampliﬁer
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
36
No enable signal
available for PA
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete resistor
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
36 2 2 4 -
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Table 9: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band transmit-
ter, part 9.
37
RF5602 power
ampliﬁer
Bias circuit con-
trol voltage pins
4,5 or 6
Power ampliﬁer
I/o failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
37
Bias circuit of
PA does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
37 2 2 4 -
38
RF5602 power
ampliﬁer
Thermal ground
Power ampliﬁer
ground connec-
tion fail
OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
38
PA does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
38 2 2 4 -
39
RF5602 power
ampliﬁer
Power detection
pin
Power ampliﬁer
I/O failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
39
No information
of RF output
power available
No power infor-
mation included
in the transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
39 1 2 2 -
40
RF5602 power
ampliﬁer
RF output /
VCC1 supply
pins
Power ampliﬁer
I/O / supply
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
40
Power ampliﬁer
does not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
40 2 2 4 -
41
RF5602 power
ampliﬁer
Supply voltage
pins 13 or 14
Power ampliﬁer
supply failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
41
PA does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
41 2 2 4 -
42
RF5602 power
ampliﬁer
Supply voltage
pin 16
Power ampliﬁer
supply failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
42
No supply volt-
age for PA avail-
able
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete resistor
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
42 2 2 4 -
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Table 10: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band trans-
mitter, part 10.
43 Capacitor C17
Power detection
noise reduction
capacitor
Capacitor failure SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
43
No power infor-
mation available
No power infor-
mation included
in the transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete capacitors
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
43 1 2 2 -
44 Capacitor C18
DC-ﬁltering ca-
pacitor on bias
voltage line
DC-ﬁltering ca-
pacitor failure
SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
44
PA does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
44 2 2 4 -
45
Capacitors
C16, C15 or
C14
PA supply DC-
ﬁltering capaci-
tors
DC-ﬁltering ca-
pacitor failure
SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
45
Power ampliﬁer
does not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
45 2 2 4 -
46
Inductors L3
or L2
PA supply volt-
age line induc-
tors
Inductor failure OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
46
Power ampliﬁer
does not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
46 2 2 4 -
47 Capacitor C13
Bias control
voltage DC-
ﬁltering capaci-
tors
Capacitor failure SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
47
PA does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
47 2 2 4 -
48 Resistor R5
Supply line bias-
ing resistor
Resistor failure OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
48
PA does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete resistor
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
48 2 2 4 -
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Table 11: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band trans-
mitter, part 11.
49 Resistor R8
Voltage division
resistor
Resistor failure SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
49
Power ampliﬁer
does not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete resistor
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
49 2 2 4 -
50 Resistor R7
Voltage division
resistor
Resistor failure OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
50
PA does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete resistor
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
50 2 2 4 -
51
CC2500
transceiver
circuit
SPI clock pin 1 Transceiver I/O
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
51
SPI does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
51 2 2 4 -
52
CC2500
transceiver
SPI SOMI pin 2 Transceiver I/O
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
52
SPI does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
52 2 2 4 -
53
CC2500
transceiver
SPI SIMO pin 20 Transceiver I/O
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
53
SPI does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
53 2 2 4 -
54
CC2500
transceiver
SPI enable pin 7 Transceiver I/O
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
54
SPI does not
work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
54 2 2 4 -
55
CC2500
transceiver
GIO pins GDO0
(6) or GDO2 (3)
Transceiver I/O
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
55
Some transmis-
sion modes do
not work
Possibly no RF
transmission
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
55 1 2 2 -
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Table 12: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band trans-
mitter, part 12.
56
CC2500
transceiver
External oscilla-
tor pins 8 or 10
Transceiver I/O
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
56
Transceiver does
not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
56 2 2 4 -
57
CC2500
transceiver
circuit
Analog supply
voltage pins 9,
11, 15 or 14
Transceiver sup-
ply failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
57
Transceiver does
not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
57 2 2 4 -
58
CC2500
transceiver
Digital supply
pins 4 or 18
Transceiver sup-
ply failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
58
Transceiver does
not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
58 2 2 4 -
59
CC2500
transceiver
Supply coupling
pin 5
Transceiver I/O
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
59
Transceiver op-
eration degraded
RF transmission
quality degraded
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
59 2 2 4 -
60 Resistor R1
Bias resistor for
the transceiver
Resistor failure SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
60
Transceiver does
not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
60 2 2 4 -
61
CC2500
transceiver
RF output ports Transceiver I/O
failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
61
Transceiver does
not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
61 2 2 4 -
62
CC2500
transceiver
Ground pins 16
or 19
Transceiver
ground connec-
tion failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
62
Transceiver does
not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
62 2 2 4 -
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Table 13: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band trans-
mitter, part 13.
63
CC2500
transceiver
circuit
Thermal ground
Transceiver
ground connec-
tion failure
SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
63
Transceiver does
not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality sol-
ders
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
63 2 2 4 -
64
Capacitors
C1, C2, C8,
C9, C11, C10
or C12
DC-ﬁltering ca-
pacitors on sup-
ply line
Capacitor failure SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
64
Transceiver does
not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete capacitors
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
64 2 2 4 -
65
Capacitors C3
or C4
Noise reduction
capacitors
Capacitor failure SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
65
Transceiver does
not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete capacitors
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
65 2 2 4 -
66 Inductor L1
Transceiver bias-
ing inductor
Inductor failure OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
66
Transceiver does
not work
No RF transmis-
sion
High quality dis-
crete inductor
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
66 2 2 4 -
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Table 14: FMECA analysis for the ﬁrst prototype board of Aalto-1 S-band trans-
mitter, part 14.
67
Capacitors C7
or C5
External crystal
noise reduction
capacitors
Capacitor failure SC/OC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
67
External crys-
tal operation
degraded
RF transmission
quality degraded
High quality dis-
crete capacitors
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
67 1 2 4 -
68
Capacitors
C21 or C20
DC-ﬁltering ca-
pacitors
Capacitor failure SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
68
No 3.3 supply
voltage available
for the transmit-
ter
Transmitter
does not re-
spond
High quality dis-
crete capacitors
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
68 2 2 4 -
69 Resistor R6
Pull-up resistor
for uC program-
ming interface
Resistor failure SC
No Failure eﬀects Detection Prevention Migitation
69
uC program-
ming interface
does not work
uC program-
ming interface
does not respond
High quality dis-
crete resistor
-
No Severity no Probability no Criticality no Notes
69 2 2 4 -
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G SW main routine for testing the transmission
#inc lude " inc lude . h"
extern char paTable [ ] ;
extern char paTableLen ;
char txBuf f e r [ 6 4 ] ;
char rxBuf f e r [ 4 ] ;
unsigned i n t i = 0 ;
unsigned i n t t r an smi t t e r = 0 ;
#de f i n e LED BIT0
#de f i n e RXD BIT5
#de f i n e TXD BIT4
char t e s t_s t r i ng [ 8 ] ;
v o l a t i l e unsigned i n t rx_f lag ;
v o l a t i l e unsigned i n t tx_f lag ;
v o l a t i l e unsigned char tx_char ;
char res , r e s2 ;
v o l a t i l e unsigned i n t rx_f lag ;
v o l a t i l e unsigned char rx_char ;
void uar t_in i t ( void )
{
P3SEL = RXD + TXD;
//P3SEL2 = RXD + TXD;
//P1DIR |= LED;
//P1OUT |= LED;
UCA0CTL1 |= UCSSEL_2;
UCA0BR0 = 52 ;
UCA0BR1 = 0 ;
UCA0MCTL = 0x10 |UCOS16 ;
UCA0CTL1 &= ~UCSWRST;
IE2 |= UCA0RXIE;
rx_f lag = 0 ;
tx_f lag = 0 ;
re turn ;
}
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unsigned char uart_getc ( )
{
whi l e ( rx_f lag == 0 ) ;
rx_f lag = 0 ;
re turn rx_char ;
}
void uart_gets ( char∗ Array , i n t l ength )
{
unsigned i n t i = 0 ;
whi l e ( ( i < length ) )
{
Array [ i ] = uart_getc ( ) ;
i f ( Array [ i ] == '\ r ' )
{
f o r ( ; i < length ; i++)
{
Array [ i ] = ' \ 0 ' ;
}
break ;
}
i++;
}
re turn ;
}
void uart_putc ( unsigned char c )
{
tx_char = c ;
IE2 |= UCA0TXIE;
whi l e ( tx_f lag == 1 ) ;
tx_f lag = 1 ;
re turn ;
}
void uart_puts ( char ∗ s t r )
{
whi l e (∗ s t r ) uart_putc (∗ s t r ++);
re turn ;
}
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void main ( void )
{
char∗ Array2 ;
unsigned i n t j = 0 ;
WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD; // Stop WDT
BCSCTL1 = CALBC1_8MHZ;
DCOCTL = CALDCO_8MHZ;
// 5ms delay to compensate f o r time to s ta r tup between MSP430
and CC1100/2500
__delay_cycles ( 5 000 ) ;
uar t_in i t ( ) ;
__enable_interrupt ( ) ;
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)" He l lo Jaakko\n\ r " ) ;
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"PRESS a key . . . " ) ;
unsigned char c = uart_getc ( ) ;
uart_putc ( c ) ;
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"\n\ rTest OK!\ n\ r " ) ;
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"\n\ rEnter a St r ing o f 8 Chars or p r e s s
ENTER. . . \ n\ r " ) ;
whi l e (1 )
{
uart_gets ( t e s t_st r ing , 1 ) ;
uart_puts ( t e s t_s t r i ng ) ;
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"\n\ r " ) ;
i f ( t r an smi t t e r == 1)
{
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)" Putt ing CC2500 in to packet
transmit mode\n\ r " ) ;
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)" S e l e c t i n g P2 . 6 and P2 . 7 as
GPIO\n\ r " ) ;
P2SEL = 0 ; // Sets P2 . 6 & P2 . 7 as GPIO
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)" Rese t t ing CC2500\n\ r " ) ;
TI_CC_PowerupResetCCxxxx ( ) ;
// Reset CCxxxx
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"Writing the RF r e g i s t e r s in
CC2500\n\ r " ) ;
wr i teRFSett ings ( ) ; // Write RF
s e t t i n g s to c on f i g reg
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uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"Programming the RF
output power\n\ r " ) ;
TI_CC_SPIWriteBurstReg (TI_CCxxx0_
PATABLE, paTable , paTableLen ) ; / / Write PATABLE
// Conf igure por t s −− switch inputs , LEDs ,
GDO0 to RX packet i n f o from CCxxxx
TI_CC_SW_PxREN = TI_CC_SW1; // Enable
Pul l up r e s i s t o r
TI_CC_SW_PxOUT = TI_CC_SW1; // Enable
pu l l up r e s i s t o r
TI_CC_SW_PxIES = TI_CC_SW1; // Int
on f a l l i n g edge
TI_CC_SW_PxIFG &= ~(TI_CC_SW1) ; // Clr
f l a g s
TI_CC_SW_PxIE = TI_CC_SW1; // Act ivate
i n t e r r up t enab l e s
TI_CC_GDO0_PxIES |= TI_CC_GDO0_PIN; // Int on
f a l l i n g edge ( end o f pkt )
TI_CC_GDO0_PxIFG &= ~TI_CC_GDO0_PIN; // Clear f l a g
TI_CC_GDO0_PxIE |= TI_CC_GDO0_PIN; // Enable i n t
on end o f packet
TI_CC_SPIStrobe (TI_CCxxx0_STX) ; // I n i t i a l i z e
CCxxxx in RX mode .
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"\n\ rTransmitt ing data\n\ r " ) ;
// Build packet
txBuf f e r [ 0 ] = 2 ; // Packet l ength
txBuf f e r [ 1 ] = 0x01 ; // Packet address
txBuf f e r [ 2 ] = (~TI_CC_SW_PxIFG << 1) & 0x02 ; // Load
switch inputs
f o r ( j = 3 ; j < 64 ; j++)
txBuf f e r [ j ] = j ;
RFSendPacket ( txBuf fer , 6 3 ) ; // Send value over RF
__delay_cycles ( 5 000 ) ; // Switch debounce
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"\n\rData transmit ted \n\ r " ) ;
t r an sm i t t e r = 0 ;
}
i f ( t r an smi t t e r == 2)
{
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)" I n i t i a l i z i n g SPI i n t e r f a c e
o f CC2500\n\ r " ) ;
TI_CC_SPISetup ( ) ; // I n i t i a l i z e SPI port
t r an smi t t e r = 0 ;
}
i f ( t r an smi t t e r == 3)
{
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)" Gett ing r e g i s t e r va lue from
CC2500\n\ r " ) ;
r e s = TI_CC_SPIReadReg(TI_CCxxx0_FREQ2) ;
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uart_putc ( r e s ) ;
r e s = TI_CC_SPIReadReg(TI_CCxxx0_FREQ1) ;
uart_putc ( r e s ) ;
r e s = TI_CC_SPIReadReg(TI_CCxxx0_FREQ0) ;
uart_putc ( r e s ) ;
// r e s = r e s&0xF ;
// i f ( r e s < 0xA)
// r e s2 = r e s + '0 ' ;
// e l s e
// r e s2 = ( res−0xA)+ 'A' ;
uart_putc ( r e s ) ;
t r an smi t t e r = 0 ;
}
i f ( t r an smi t t e r == 4)
{
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)" Packet r e c e i v ed \n\ r " ) ;
t r an smi t t e r = 0 ;
}
i f ( t r an smi t t e r == 5)
{
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)" Turning CC2500 to i d l e \n\ r " ) ;
TI_CC_SPIStrobe (TI_CCxxx0_SRES ) ;
t r an smi t t e r = 0 ;
}
i f ( t r an smi t t e r == 6)
{
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)" Conf igur ing cont inuous
t ransmi s s i on \n\ r " ) ;
TI_CC_PowerupResetCCxxxx ( ) ; // Reset CCxxxx
//__delay_cycles ( 10000 ) ;
wr i teRFSett ings ( ) ; // Write RF s e t t i n g s to c on f i g reg
//__delay_cycles ( 10000 ) ;
TI_CC_SPIWriteBurstReg (TI_CCxxx0_PATABLE,
paTable , paTableLen ) ; / / Write PATABLE
//__delay_cycles ( 10000 ) ;
//SYNC1 = 0xAA;
//SYNC0 = 0xAA;
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"Radio in to t ransmi s s i on
mode\n\ r " ) ;
TI_CC_SPIStrobe (TI_CCxxx0_STX) ; // I n i t i a l i z e
CCxxxx in RX mode .
//__delay_cycles ( 10000 ) ;
//TI_CC_SPIStrobe (TI_CCxxx0_STX) ; // I n i t i a l i z e
CCxxxx in TX mode
/∗ Wait f o r rad io to ente r TX. ∗/
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"Waiting f o r rad io to go
t ransmi s s i on mode\n\ r " ) ;
// whi l e (TI_CC_SPIReadStatus (TI_CCxxx0_IOCFG2)
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& MARCSTATE_MARC_STATE) != MARC_STATE_TX) ;
//__delay_cycles ( 10000 ) ;
uart_puts ( ( char ∗)"Radio now in
t ransmi s s i on mode\n\ r " ) ;
/∗ Radio i s now in TX. I n f i n i t e loop . ∗/
whi l e ( 1 ) ;
t r an smi t t e r = 0 ;
}
}
}
// The ISR assumes the i n t e r r up t came from a pres sed button
#pragma vec to r=PORT1_VECTOR
__interrupt void Port1_ISR ( void )
{
// I f Switch was pre s sed
i f (TI_CC_SW_PxIFG & TI_CC_SW1)
{
// Build packet
txBuf f e r [ 0 ] = 2 ; // Packet l ength
txBuf f e r [ 1 ] = 0x01 ; // Packet address
txBuf f e r [ 2 ] = (~TI_CC_SW_PxIFG << 1)
& 0x02 ; // Load switch inputs
RFSendPacket ( txBuf fer , 3 ) ; // Send value over RF
__delay_cycles ( 5 000 ) ; // Switch debounce
}
TI_CC_SW_PxIFG &= ~(TI_CC_SW1) ; // Clr f l a g that caused i n t
}
#pragma vec to r = USCIAB0TX_VECTOR
__interrupt void USCI0TX_ISR( void )
{
UCA0TXBUF = tx_char ;
tx_f lag = 0 ;
IE2 &= ~UCA0TXIE;
}
#pragma vec to r = USCIAB0RX_VECTOR
__interrupt void USCI0RX_ISR( void )
{
rx_char = UCA0RXBUF;
rx_f lag = 1 ;
i f ( rx_char == ' t ' )
t r an smi t t e r = 1 ;
i f ( rx_char == ' i ' )
t r an smi t t e r = 2 ;
i f ( rx_char == 'g ' )
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t r an smi t t e r = 3 ;
i f ( rx_char == 'd ' )
t r an smi t t e r = 5 ;
i f ( rx_char == ' c ' )
t r an smi t t e r = 6 ;
//P1OUT ^= LED;
}
